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Abstract 

English navigation to Muscovy in the period 1553-1614 marks the inception of 

representation in English of the Russian Orthodox Church. One of the ways in which 

travel literature makes possible imaginative possession of the world is by drawing 

boundaries: the text orients the reader by defining the other as fu or near culturally. 

Because English consciousness of Orthodoxy developed in conjunction with the 

Reformation, assessment of the other's distancethe Russian Church is like/unlike the 

English Church-was oken mediated by a supplemental assessment: the Russian Church 

is like/unlike the Roman Catholic Church. Travellers could bring Orthodoxy, Christian 

yet radially dami l i a ,  into focus by rhetoridy associating or dissoaating it with one 

or both of two known and contrasting quantities, Catholicism and Protestantism. 

English representations of Russian Orthodox liturgy gave rise to a multiplicity of 

boundaries. The most pervasive f m r e  of Orthodox Christianity is ceremonial 

complexity. The ceremonial simplicity to which the reformed Church of England claimed 

to have returned meant that the term "ceremony" itself connoted opprobrium. Tems 

which do no more than label Orthodoxy as "ceremonious" enable us to stake out a general 

boundary, for they merely redeploy the discursive arsenal developed for use against Rome. 

Most travel writers, though, wrote detailed accounts of particular Russian Orthodox rites. 

The primary representational device in such texts is analogy with the corresponding 

Anglican or Roman Catholic rites. Error and omission, that is, faulty analogy, 

consistently destabilized the boundvies fixed by analogical representation. Sti l l  other texts 

expanded or contracted the scope of discussion beyond what is possible in analogy. One 
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of the uses to which travellers put expansion and conuaaion, or synecdoche, was in fact 

to break the h e  of analogical discourse and avert the threat of identification with the 

other. Authorial fkeedom to szt boundaries, however, was not unlimited. Lack of f d t y  

in local languages and the imposition of censorship by the Russia Company regularly 

frustrated the will to represent. 
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Introduction 

In May 1553 three ships under the command of Sir Hugh Willoughby departed 

from London, financed by a group of merchants for the purpose of opening "a way and 

passage to our men for travaile to newe and unknowen kingdomes."' The mandate of the 

expedition, to locate the northeast passage to China, was never realized, and the crews of 

two of the ships perished that winter on the Arctic coast. When Richard Chancellor, 

commander of the third ship, sailed back to England some time in 1554, however, the 

foundations of an overseas trade with a new and unknown kingdom-Russia-had in fact 

been established. If, as Stephen Greenblatt argues, capitalism was the "enabling conditionw 

for an unprecedented "proliferation and cirmlation of representationsu-representations, 

that is, of the "radically unfamiliarw2-it is significant that Chancellor not only 

"discovered Muscovy, but also furnished a written description of it? His career 

emblematizes the forces impelling production of fresh statements of Elizabethan identity, 

uniting the cultural work of economic expansion and the inextricably connected cultural 

work of representation. Chancellorls account is a haphazard mixture of impressions, 

random observations, experiences, and first gestures toward contextual understanding. It 



marks the inception of eyewitness reportage, among other things, of a religion which was 

neither Roman nor Reformed, but which was ostensibly Christian and which in Russia 

identified itself as pruvos&amaiP-"right-believingn or "right-worshipping." 

Historians of mediwd Russia have drawn upon English travel writing since the 

nineteenth century. Literary criticism, however, has limited itself almost invariably to 

"source analyses" of the Muscovy topoi in Renaissance poetry and h a ,  and especially 

in Shakespeare. More recently, traveI literature of the Renaissance has been studied as a 

system of representations, but the focus has been on the New World, not on Russia. I 

propose, therefore, to try to £ill two gaps: to shife focus to the texts which registered 

EngLsh encounters with the occupants of the haMorgotten mvgins of Christendom, and 

to contextualize these encounters within the turbulent sixteenth-century transition from 

Catholicism to a religion which, like Russian Orthodoxy, claimed to perpetuate primitive 

Christianity. 

One of the crucial ways in which travel literature makes possible what Greenblatt 

calls "imaginative posswionN4 of the world is by &wing hu&riies: it orients the reader 

by defining the other as near or far culturally,5 The texts that mediated Russian 

Orthodoxy for English readers created such boundvies simply by virme of embodying the 

travellers' impromptu ideological decisions and pole& choices. These choices may 

perhaps be conceptualized as residing along a continuum of possibilities. At one end of 

this continuum or scale lies the relational extreme of complete identification with the 

other. Because the other collapses into the self, no boundary is called into operation at 
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all, or  perhaps merely a porous boundary in which religious difference plays no part. 

Medieval Europe, whose political and c u l d  borders coincided with the reach of the 

Catholic Church, could plausibly be situated near this pole of the continuum. So too 

could the city-states of Reformation Germany. At the other end lies the opposite extreme 

of complete alienation from the other, a mvrimizing of the cultural distance that is 

possible within a fnmework of shared Christian beliefs. (Renaissance debates about 

whether Russians were actually Christians thus contemplated displacing them from the 

continuum altogether and making them susceptible to the demonization appropriate to 

non-Christians?) The boundary here not only solidifies, but may become militarized, as 

the weight of religious difference threatens to disrupt routine political and economic 

interchange. It was precisely this kind of boundary which was generated, for example, by 

the dynastic-religious struggle between Elizabethan England and Spain. 

The social task of apprehending and defining the other is not likely to begin (or 

end) in unanimity. Different English travellers to Russia proposed different points of 

demarcation along the continuum. Nor was conflict simply extentcti among eyewitnesses. 

It was, to a considerable extent, internal to the eyewitness; uld analysis of the 

representational strategies deployed in individual texts reveals an ambiguous wavering 

bemeen the poles of identification and alienation. One explanation for these conflicts lies 

in Greenblatt's distinction between anecdotal and historical writing. According to 

Greenblatt, the chronicles of travel are in essence anecdotal, since the anecdote is the 

"principal register of the unexpected and hence of the encounter with difference": 

Anecdotes ... are among the principal producu of a culture's 
representational technology, mediators between the 



undifferentiated succession of local moments and a larger strategy 
toward which they can only gesture. They are seized in pvsing 
from the swirl of experiences and given some shape, a shape 
whose provisionality still marks them as contingent-othemise, 
we would give them the larger, grander name of histo y-but also 
makes them available for telling and retelling? 

Unlike history, which definitively gauges the cultural space befareen self and other, the 

anecdote stands as a tentative-and therefore variable-sketch toward some ideological 

project. In other words, the boundary oscillates because the definitional work remains 

incomplete. A second explanation for this oscillation are wide variations in the point of 

reference from which Russian Orthodoxy was evaluated Chancellor's account of the 

Willoughby voyage reports that "not long after the departure of these ships, the 

lamentable and most sorowfull accident of [Edward Ws] death followed"; and concludes 

with an exhortation to Queen Mary to "gnnt a continuance of the trave ll..." (Hakluyt, 

ii. 245, 270).' Nor did the entrenchment of the Elizabethan settlement fully stabilize 

religious affairs. We know of no Catholic survivors who journeyed to Russia and wrote 

about it, but Giles Fletcher, who produced the longest and best-known acco~n t ,~  was a 

man of decidedly Puritan sympathies. The earlier accounts, meanwhile, were published 

and republished, and so enjoyed authoritative status side-by-side with texts by Elizabethan 

observers. Thus the representations in question are characterized by an unusual fluidity 

in the ideological bearings of both s u b j ~  and object. 

As we have seen, English consciousness of the Russian Orthodox Church developed 

in conjunction with the Reformation. In practice this meant that assessment of the other's 

distance-the Russian Church is like/unlike the English Church-was often mediated by 

a supplemental assessment: the Russian Church is like/unlike the Roman Church. 
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Russian Orthodoq-CMm yet "radically unfimiliarU-could be brought into focus by 

rhetorically associating or dissociating it with one or both of tcno known and contrasting 

quantities, Catholicism and Protestantism. The hear boundup expands into a tripartite 

system of boundaries with interlinked axes. Co~lsvuction of the supplemental or  

secondary boundary commonly determined the location of the primary bounduy; and in 

the Elizabethan era a characteristic exercise in erecting boundaries operated thus: the 

Russian Church is like the Roman Church, and therefore unlike the English Church. In 

the end the Roman-Reformed binary was thought to furnish an exhaustive catalogue of 

analogical possibilities, and so became a blocking agent that inhibited perception. 

The purpose of my thesis is to examine how English travel literature in the period 

1553-1614 negotiates boundaries with the Russian Church." I shall argue that the tems 

comprising this literature do not disclose the existence of a single, stable boundary, but 

rather a multiplicity of boundaries; indicate the extent of the divergence among proposals 

for boundary-fixing; and identify and analyze the associative and dissociative strategies 

which in individual texts determine the situation of boundaries. The analysis confines 

itself to representations of Russian Orthodox l i t ~ ~ c l z l  culture, and only indirectly 

addresses other themes which attracted English commentary (monasticism, church-state 

relations, the alleged ignorance and depravity of ciergy and laity). This approach has the 

advantage of illuminating responses to the most pervasive f-e of Russian spirituality 

at a time when Protestant liturgical reforms prepared the way for occasionally violent 

censure of Orthodoxy. 



I propose to treat accounts of religious rituals as sites for exploring the peculiar 

fearures and problems of this literature, especially those arising from the prevalent 

representational mechanism of express or implied analogy with Catholidsm or 

Protestantism. Because few texts une*vocdy connect or disconnect the Russian and 

English Churches, much of the discussion concerns itself with the ambiguous interplay 

among the rhetorical components of the representation. I also intend to show how the 

positioning of the boundary often resulted from factors other than informed decision- 

making on the part of travellers. Mistmlation from a language new to the English, 

policies implemented by the Russian Company in London, and, above all, factual error 

(such as fa& analogy) ineluctably shifted the intended border with Orthodoxy. The 

enquiry will, I hope, demonstrate that, in working towards a definition of the other, 

Elizabethan travel literature reveals a struggle to define the self. 
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Mapping a General Boundary 

Renaissance Liturgical Culture 

and the Rhetorical Force of "Ceremony" 

In Reformation discourse one of the most prominent markers of the boundary 

between the Church of England and the Roman Catholic Church was the word 

"ceremony" : it connoted the difference between ceremonial simplicity, to which the 

English Church had returned, and ceremonial complexity, associated with the impure faith 

of Rome. This dichotomy between simpbcity aad complexi y was authoritatively 

developed in a brief essay which in 1549 was appended to the Prayer Book.' As its title 

suggests, "Of Ceremonies, Why Some be Abolished and Some Retayned" argues through 

a series of rhetorical oppositions. In establishing criteria for the abolition or retainment 

of rituals, the essay in effen validates reformed English practice as the antithesis of Roman 

practice. There are three main oppositions. (1) Having reduced the "excessive multitude 

of Ceremonies," the Church of England is "contente onely wyth those ceremonyes 

whyche dooe serve to a decente ordre and godlye discipline ...." (2) Although they used 
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to be "in bondage of the figure or shadowe," English Christians now worship 

"in ... fieedome of spirite." (3) Prior to the break with Rome "certayne Ceremonies" caused 

"abuses"; the reformed Church eliminated those ceremonies, and therefore harbours no 

abuses. By means of this sequence of antitheses, the essay reinforces the basic discursive 

apparatus used against Catholic ritud: ceremonial complexity meant the performance of 

ceremonies which were *darken and "dumme, " and so promoted "vanitie, " "supersticion," 

and   abuse^."^ 

The Prayer Book was one of the instruments which entrenched this apparaw; the 

Thlrty-Nine Articles of Religion, which show its practical use in the formulation of 

creedal statements, was another. Article xxviii, for example, indicates how the discourse 

on ceremony was applied to establish liturgical norms for the eucharist, the site of intense 

controversy over the mode of Christ's presence. Here ritual is implicitly c o ~ e c r e d  to the 

doctrine of transubstantiation, a belief that is "repugnant to the plain words of Scripture, 

overthroweth the nature of a Sacrament, and hath given occasion to many super~titions."~ 

The suggestion is that theologically correct doctrines, being pure, need no adornment. 

Thus in its third paragraph the article counters the theory of transubstantiation by 

affirming English belief about the sacrament; and it concludes by supplementing this 

rejection of transubstantiation with criticisms of Catholic ceremonial: "The Sacrament of 

the Lord's Supper was not by Christ's ordinance reserved, carried about, Wed up, or 

worshipped." While the article does not prohibit such ritual gestures, it p l d y  implies 

that they give rise to d o c t ~ a l  error and must for that reason be avoided. Keith Thomas 

writes: 



Protestantism ...p resented itself as a deliberate attempt to take the 
magical elements out of religion, to eliminate the idea that the 
rituals of the Church had about them a mechanid efficacy, and 
to abandon the effort to endow physical objeas with s u p e r n a d  
qualities by special formulae of consecration and exorcism.' 

Thomas' distinction between religion and magic remains a classic exposition of why, in 

Reformation discourse, amendments in creed necessitated action against ceremonial 

complexity. 

Generally speaking, English travellers represented Russian Orthodox Liturgicd 

culture in mvo different ways. One way was to attempt to describe the content of a 

specific d; that is, to identify with some precision what the performance of baptism, 

perhaps, or  of marriage or burial, entailed. It is with these specific descriptions, and the 

kinds of boundaries which they created, that the present study is mostly concerned. There 

was, however, a second way of representing Orthodox liturgy, one which in a sense 

renounced any claim to discursive specificity. The task of representation could be 

discharged simply by invoking, without more, the ideological power contained in the 

signifier "ceremony" as it had been encoded by the Reformation. Here the writer can be 

said to respond, not to particular ceremonies, but to ceremony as  an idea, a generic 

category. These tcno approaches to representation ofien coexist within a single text; the 

descriptive enterprise is abandoned in frustration, and, as a means of coping with 

ceremonial complexity, the text reverts to labelling. 

Thus already in Richard Chancellor's account of the 1553 expedition, the Russian 

eucharist is said to comprise "more ceremonies then we have. " Two lines later Chancellor 
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repeats the point, this time adding a note of exasperation: the o f f e ~ g  of alms for the 

dead entails "more ceremonies then I am able to declare" (HakIuyt, ii. 237). Robert Best 

in his description of baptismal rites does not pretend to be exhaustive, since in addition 

to the "ceremonies" he enumerates the priest performs "many morew (Hakluyt, ii. 449.5 

Thomas Randolph, Elizabeth's ambassador to Muscovy in 1568-69, had been a Marian 

exile, and with characteristic bluntness reaches this conclusion about Orthodox monks: 

"ceremonious in their Church, and long in their prayers" (Hakluyt, iii. 103).6 Giles 

Fletcher goes so far as to contrast his own conciseness to the profusion of Russian rituafs, 

promising to "keepe a better measure in describing their ceremonies, then they in the 

using them (wherein they are infinite) ..." (78v). His final chapter on religion, an illogical 

miscellany of odds and ends, betrays his disorientation in the ceremonially complex 

liturgical culture of Orthodox Russia. It is introduced by another reference to what 

Fletcher apprehended as pervasive ritualism: "The other ceremonies of their Churche, are 

manie in number. .. " (102~). 

Turu that mobilize the rhetorical force of "ceremony" as a term of opprobrium 

help to establish a context in which more descriptively ambitious texts (or portions of 

texts) can be evaluated. This is so because they enable us to stake out a general boundary 

against which specifi boundaries, arising from content-specific accounts, can be measured. 

What, then, is the position of this general boundary? Clearly texts which do no more 

than accuse Orthodoxy of "ceremonyu redeploy the discursive arsenal developed for use 

against Catholicism. By anchoring themselves rhetorically within the context of the 

Roman-Reformed binary, these representations propel the boundary with Russian 
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Orthodoxy towards the pole of alienation. In fact, they operate to bring that boundary 

into alignment with the existing borndiary with Rome. As we shall see, though, at 

individual textual sites-wherwer the transition is made from "ceremony" as a class to 

particular "ceremonies"-the general boundary may either shifi towards deeper 

estrangement or make a mitigating turn towards fimiliariry. 

The facc that Englth travellers to Russia grounded their references to "ceremony" 

in the discourse against Rome is suggested by their consistently seE-explanatory quality. 

The signifier "ceremony" functions in the texts as a kind of self-jusrifying ellipsis, 

displacing any anticipated content with tacit critique. This is most explicit, perhaps, in 

the remarks with which Fletcher closes his section on the Church: 

Many other vaine and superstitious ceremonies they have, 
which were long and tedious to report. By these it may appeare, 
how fame they are fallen from the true knowledge, and practise 
of Christian religion: having exchanged the worde of God, for 
their vaine traditions, and brought a1 to external, and rididous 
ceremonies, without any regard of spirite and uueth, which God 
requireth in his true wArship. (106;) 

The way in which Fletcher rationalizes deletion reveals an important aspect of the 

distancing power of "ceremonyn: it consigns the other to a broad r e a h  of exile, the only 

necessary focus on which is that necessary to arouse disgust. Travel texts about 

"ceremonyw proceed from an ideologial matrix in which extra information about an other 

who beady appears alien is redundant or uninteresting. Consequently "ceremony" is by 

no means the only elliptical construction which occurs in the Literature on Russia, but 

gives rise to others. Best, for instance, deletes the prayers which accompany baptism: 

"certeine words,' "many other wordsn (Hakluyt, ii. 443-44). Fletcher, also describing 
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baptism, purports to summarize them: "certeine prayers to this effect: thaf God will 

make [the infmt] a good Christian, kc" (94). The account of the eucharin by Fletcher 

is similady abridged: "the Priest begiMeth with certeine usual prayers," and "having said 

certeine other prayers, he dismiseth the communicants.." (96). Texn which make use of 

such ellipses thus fulfil only partially the travellers' attempts to 6x a boundary. On the 

one hand, these texts efficiently execute Reformation strictures on "darken and "dumme" 

ritual. On the other, the conceptual h e w o r k  in which they operate subverts any 

attempt to assess c u l d  space accurately by permitting errors of every kind, 

decontextualization, wrongful analogy, and fatal gaps in knowledge. Reliance on the 

communicative capacity of "ceremony" really initiates the English loss of control over the 

placement of boundaries. 

Representational theory, moreover, hurried to the defence of representational 

practice. Edward Brerewood was an Oxford divine whose research on languages and 

world religions appeared in Purehas His Pilgrimes as companion pieces to the travel 

reports? He makes it clear that the minutiae of ritual observances do not merit serious 

scrutiny: "to mention every slender difference of Ceremonies [between Greek Orthodoxy 

and Catholicism] would be but tedious and fruitlesse ..." (Purchas, i. 350). Brerewood here 

accomplishes rwo rhetorical negotiations central to the discourse on Russian Orthodoxy: 

he assumes the tenability of far-reaching analogies between Orthodoxy and Rome, and 

relegates both to a deeplyalienated plane where precise apprehension is "but tedious and 

fruitlesse 

It remains to be suggested why travellers consistently translated their representations 
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to the site of Anglican-Catholic confrontation. Although, to be m e ,  it enacts 

substantially similar artides of faith, the liturgical culture of Byzantium has little in 

common with that of Rome. The Reformation established ceremonial simplicity as 

normative. It seems that, in the eyes of the English, any mdestation of ceremonial 

complexity marked such a reprehensible depvture horn this norm that it justified 

reactivating anti-Catholic machinery. I& other words, the general boundary with 

Orthodoxy had its origin in English responses to an unexpected representational dilemma: 

how should Christians situated beyond the parameters of both Rome and the Reformation 

be defined? Faced with the threat of what Stephen Greenblatt calls the "cracking apart 

of contextual understanding, n9 English travellers simply assimilated Russian Liturgics to 

those of Rome. 

What experience of otherness, what breadth of religious difference, so challenged 

the English and provoked them to make this assimilation? M.A. Meenon writes: "The 

first impression that the Orthodox church creates is one of overwhelming cult; the main 

manifestation of Orthodoxy is liturgical w~rship."'~ Certainly the typikon" used by the 

medieval Russian Church prescribed a complex of rites the number, length, and intricacy 

of which had no p d e l  in sixteenthantury England, neither before the Reformation nor 

(much less) after it. Popular piety, moreover, demanded punctilious adherence to this ordo 

in all respects; for "the Russians had long identified liturgical practices, even the most 

minute rubrics, with dogma ...."I2 Afier the death of Mary Tudor, therefore, the official 

liturgical cultures of Muscovy and England were rooted in fundamentally opposed 

conceptions of the nature and purpose of religious ritual. For Orthodox Russians, the 
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purity of docvine was safeguarded by the pufkct preservation of ritual. The EngIish 

reformers, conversely, tried to purify doctrine by dismantling ritual. 

I would like to conclude, nevertheless, by suggesting how the travellers' discourse 

on Orthodoxy problematizes the dichotomy between ceremonial simplicity and ceremonial 

complexity, even as it makes heavp use of it. Fredrik Barth has shown that social 

boundaries between cultures persist despite transformations in the differences which first 

gave rise to those bo~ndu ies .~  B d ' s  thesis affords an opportunity to consider briefly 

a question ancillary to the question of the creation of boundaries. By what mevls did 

travellers to Russia protect or pard,  on an ongoing basis, the boundaries that their 

representations had called into operation? Shedding light on the execution of protective 

maneuvers, in turn, helps to explain anomalies in texts like the Rurre CommonweaIth, 

anomalies which otherwise would appear to undermine the whole boundary-const~cting 

project. 

At the beginning of the section on ordination, Fletcher writes: "Their Priests 

(whom they call Papaes) are made by the Bishops, without any great triall for worthinesse 

of $a, before they admit them, or ceremonies in their admission ...." [emphasis added] 

(8%). This remark is the only one in the R m e  Commonwealth that portrays Orthodoxy 

as a religion of plain ceremonial. On the basis of what we have said, it ought to reduce 

cultural distance. Yet the passage does not weaken the boundary between English and 

Russian Christianity at all, since, for the purpose of discussing ordination, Fletcher upends 

the whole scale of values upon which his t a t  is predicated. The preface to the 1550 

Church of England ordinal dedared that all candidates should be duly "called, tried, 



examined, and knowen, to have such equalities, as were re+iteW for the exercise of 

ministry." To meet this policy, the new order of service expanded the formal 

examination and exhortation of ordinands, and supplied special lessons. The reforms, 

especially in the case of elevation to the priesthood, tended in practice to complicate the 

rite, not streamline it." To preserve the integriy of the boundary in these atypical 

circumstances, Fletcher must reencode "ceremony" to mean, not "duke" and "dummen 

liturgical decadence, but the benefits of Protestant didacticism. Orthodoxy produces 

inferior clergy because it does not have enough ceremonies. By reorganizing the 

ideological content of "ceremony" whenever his boundary recpires it, Fletcher can shift 

emphasis bemeen complementary dissociative strategies. And the boundary, erected at the 

outset on the view that Orthodoxy is "ceremonious," assumes a life that is effectively 

autonomous-an autonomy so thorough that "ceremonyn itself can be emptied of its 

original sigdicance. 
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The Fahre  of Representation by Analogy: 

Errors and Omissions 

In most texts recourse to the label "ceremonious," so efficacious in domestic 

conditions, does not exhaust the traveller's representational efforts. Generally speaking, 

travel writers crossed the threshold into descriptions of particular Russian Orthodox 

liturgical rites, where they proLiferated detail and compiled itemized accounts. The 

increased complexity of representation at this stage brings in its wake a multiplication of 

boundaries, which in nun fall into patterns of interrelationship, both among themselves 

and in relation to the general boundary. Whereas in the cue of the general boundary the 

device that organizes and apportions ideological space among Angltculism, Catholicism, 

and Russian Orthodolry is labelling, in the case of these s p d c  boundaries, created as they 

are by specific representations, it is often analogy. Express and implied analogy performs 

the work of setting boundaries by running serial comparisons between Anglicanism and 

Orthodoxy, and Orthodoxy and Roman Catholicism. 

My argument is that, from the standpoint of the English reader, expecting to be 

delivered a dependable representation, the analogical method failed badly. I take for 
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p t e d  that, whatever the degree of their empirial aauracy, repom about Russian 

Christianity were a ~ s d  upon, and as such consituted openrional cultural documents. The 

contention here is rather different. It is simply that, as a mechanism for collecting 

information, analogy did not work because it assumed the reducibility of Orthodoxy to 

a point on the s p e c t m  passing in English discourse between Protestantism and 

Catholicism. In other words, assimilation of the unfamiliar through a process of 

domestication fa& in the first instance at the level of factual cognition. 

I would like to examine this failure by proposing a couple of terms for analysis, 

mor and omission. By error and omission I mean particular fonns of orgmhtional 

breakdown in the construction of an analogy. Error arises when elements from a Roman 

Catholic or Church of England comparator are wrongly ascribed to Orthodox practice. 

That is, the representation lengthens or shortens distance on the basis of inrerpolatim: the 

traveller fills gaps in his description with materials drawn from domestic culture, and on 

the basis of this breach of categorical integrity proceeds to analogize. Diametrically 

opposed to error in the way it destabilizes analogy is omission. The representation 

upholds a spurious andogy to ~ n ~ ~ r n  or Catholidsm by failing to report an 

important element of the Russian Orthodox ritual. Omission makes its operation felt 

where inclusion of all information relevant to the comparison would certainly have issued 

in a differently-situated boundary. 

It is necessary to understand that neither error nor omission, much less both alike, 

are uniform in their effect upon the overarching analogical project. Sometimes error 

produces a description which likens Orthodox Liturgics to those of the reformed Church 
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of England; at other times a report conflates Russian practice with a particular "ceremony" 

in Roman Catholicism, affording ostensibly empirical support for the location of the 

general boundary and indining the whole representation towards the pole of alienation. 

In some representations omission conceals fiom view mad differences between the 

English Church and the Russian Church, and thus inadvertently advances a sense of 

identification; in others it vacates fiom an implicit analogy between Rome and Orthodoxy 

significant points of Anglo-Russian convergence. Not only does the attempt to locate 

Russian Orthodoxy within the discursive panmeten of the dialogue between Rome and 

the reformers collapse, it collapses in ways which are strangely at cross-purposes with each 

other. Deficits in cultural space wrongfully incurred in one text are balanced by surpluses 

in cultural space wrongfully generated in another. Even within individual representations, 

as for example in those of the eucharin, complex combinations of error and omission 

undermine the traveller's competence to define the other. 

What follows is a discussion of the impact of analogy upon English accounts of a 

number of different Russian liturgical rites. By drawing out some of the diversiry of the 

information which was vulnerable to error or omission, by suggesting the breadth of the 

ideological terrain over which the boundary intended to be constructed was pulled as a 

result of error and omission, and finally by demonstrating the consistenrly contradictory 

effect of error and omission-now associative, then dissociative, always wrong 

factually-we can begin to appreciate just how unreliable a representational instrument 

analogy was. 



The Ambivulmt Role of Ewor 

Errors which cede to the other tracts of English cultural property in& 

considerable irony into the ereaion of boundaries. English representations of the 

eucharist in the Russian Orthodox Church, for errample, operated from the beginning as 

sites of familiarization, of the lessening of c u l d  space. This was largeIy due to the fact 

that, in discussing the Orthodox eucharist, successive generations of travellers used 

whatever idiom happened to be current in England. Richard Chancellor speaks of the 

"Masse" celebrated daily in monasteries, but Clement A h  in his expanded version of 

the same narrative Protestantizes the "divine service" as one at which "the Lords Supper" 

is received (Hakluyt, ii. 237,265). By freely adopting signs that circulated in the domestic 

culture, travellers imported into their descriptions significations which at the time enjoyed 

institutional legitimacy. Difference is neutralized by the transnational distribution of 

signs. The porous, amicable boundary created by these interpolations is maintained in 

part by Giles Fletcher, the relevant section in whose book is introduced by a headnote: 

"The a d m i n i a ~ g  of the Lords supper" (95v). Similarly, the opening line of this section 

reads: "The sacrament of the Lordes supper they receive but once a yeare ..." (9577). 

The power of these familiarizing designations is subsequently increased, as Fletcher 

mice attributes to the Russians key features of Protestant eucharistic practice. 

Misinterpreting the function of some minor piece of church furnishing, he writes: "[the 

people] are called up to the Communion table, that standeth like an altar, a Little removed 

from the upper end of the Church, after the Doutch miner" [emphasis added] ( 9 5 ~ ) .  At 

&st glance, Fletcher's comparison seems uosustainable. The opposition in Protestant 
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discourse baween "communion tablew and "altar" summarizes the whole breadth of 

difference between dichotomized conceptions of the eucharist-the Catholic one of a 

sacrificial mass and the refonned one of a commemorative mealO2 Yet if the comparison 

is read merely as clarifying what the communion table doer-stand-rather than what it 

-an altar-it redoubles the boundary-effacing power of Fletcher's other analogy: "after 

the Doutch maner." 

The second interpolation in question transposes to the Orthodox rite the English 

words of administration. Fletcher states, i n c o d y ,  that during communion of the laity 

the priest speaks "the usual wordes of the Sacrament. Eat his Cc Drinke his ik...n (9%- 

96). Like "ceremony," the signifier "usual" is an ellipsis: it invites readers to supply 

content based on shared cultural understanding. Whereas in Reformation England 

"ceremony" ordinarily connoted the strangeness of an other, however, "usual" appeals to 

norms which define the self. In the mid-sixteenth century official religious standards 

succeeded one another with the same regularity as did political regimes. So the reader of 

Fletcher's text is directed not to the 1549 Prayer Book, where the words of administration 

resemble the medieval formula, nor to the radically refonned 1552 rescension, but to the 

Prayer Book of 1559. Here the two extremes are mediated by being joined in a single 

comprehensive formula.' What the ellipsis "usual" projects onto Russian Orthodoxy, 

therefore, is nothing less than the official eucharistic theology of the Elizabethan Church, 

with its characteristic emphasis on pragmatism and compromise. All the same, Fletcher 

concludes by attempting to reestablish the general boundary 

. .  . This is their manner of adrrmunnng the Sacraments. 
Wherein what they differ from the institution of Christ, and 



what ceremonies they have added of their owne, or rather 
borrowed of the Greekes, may easily be noted. (96) 

Having by his own (mis)representation ceded a s ignihnt  length of boundary, Fletcher 

intervenes to reclaim it.' 

Equally large expanses of cultural space are collapsed in Fletcher's description of 

matins in the Russian Church. He records, for instance, that the priest "readeth the ten 

commandments and Atha-us C r d ,  out of the Service booke" (92). Neither the 

decalogue nor the Athanasian creed played any part in Orthodox worship. In England, 

on the other hand, implementation of the reformen' catechetical program r d t e d  in an 

ongoing effort to disseminate the commandments and various Christian creeds.' The 

Henrician injunctions of 1538 provided for the recitation of the creed, the ten 

commandments, and the Lord's Prayer in English; while in the second Prayer Book the 

commandments were transferred to a position of unprecedented prominence, the beginnng 

of holy communion. As for the ~thvlasian creed, designated in the S v u m  breviary for 

the celebration of prime, it made its way into the 1549 matins, where it was appointed for 

the six p ~ a p a l  feastdays. Its popularity as a didactic vehicle led in 1552 to its 

appointment for the observance of thirteen feasts6 

Fletcher, then, credits the Russians with educational policies written into the 

reformed office. By doing so, he inadvertently pulls down boundary markers precisely 

dong the axis which elsewhere in the Rzuse Commmweaith he tries to fortify. One of the 

book's main themes, after all, is how the Orthodox Church neglects "the meanes ... for 

increasing of knowledge, and inst~ction towardes God" (86). More specifically, Fletcher's 

blunder with respect to the ten commandments effectively neutralizes his remarks on a 
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related topic: the Russian Church, he reports, does not "read publiquely the bookes of 

Moses" (96v). Indeed, the very location of the passage on matins weakens the impact of 

Fletcher's boundary-rnaxbkhg strategies. The description of matins is preceded by an 

account of the veneration of "Idoles, or Images," and followed by one of the reading of 

"a piece of Legend...some Saints Life, miracles, &rU (92): Fletcher, as it were, drives a 

wedge bemeen two powerful nodes of alienation, preventing their joining together and 

disrupting the momentum of his own boundary-creating techniques. 

Of course not every representation by Fletcher transacts in foundational Protestant 

beliefs. Some of his errors pertain to fine points of liturgical detail, and for that reason 

probably had no effect on the reader's perception of where the boundary lay. The 

respective roles of priest, deacon, and reader (chts) ,  for example, frequently confused 

English observers of the Russian Church. In Orthodoxy the roles of these and other 

participants in the liturgy together form a much more complicated structure of prayer and 

intercession than in the reformed English rite, with its relatively straightfornard 

configuration of minister, people, and (in some places) clerks. The travellers' u n f d v i t y  

with Eastern clerical vestments increased the potential for misunderstanding, and often 

caused the priest to be confounded with the deacon, and they in turn with other liturgical 

servitors. 

As a result, many things in Fletcher's account are ascribed to the wrong actor. 

During matins the Lord's Prayer (in the d g i a  or "thrice!-holy"), and the threefold and 

twelve-fold repetitions of Gospodi pomiiui ("Lord, have mercy"), are recited by the reader 

rather than the priest, as Fletcher writes, as are the psalms that he mentions: "Next afier, 
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the Priest addeth the P s k  for that day, and beginneth with 0 come let rrs '~uorshiippe, 

ad fa l l  d m e  b g o e  the Lor&, &c...." (92). Actually, what Fletcher took to be a psalm 

is an Orthodox canticle, the first two lines of which run: 

O come, let us worship God our King- 
O come, let us worship and fill down before Christ, our King 

and our God! 

The similarity of the canticle's purpose as an introductory exhortation to praise, its dose 

proximity to the psalmody which does open Orthodox matins, and obvious parallels in 

wording led Fletcher to con& it with Psalm 95. Venite exwltmw, whose place in the 

Western office dates back to the Benedictine ordo, was retained in the 1549 Prayer Book, 

where it introduced the daily psalms. The sixth verse was translated: "0 come, let us 

worship and fall down: and kneele before the Lorde our maker.w9 Interpolations like this 

one are no different than Fletcher's ascription to Russian Orthodoxy of the English words 

of administration and public readings of the ten commandments; but because they 

transpose relatively marginal aspects of liturgical culture, their capacity to move the 

boundary is much smaller. 

Interpolations from Roman Catholicism occur just u commonly as interpolations 

from the practice of the Church of England. Consequently, the identification promoted 

by one kind of error is offkt in many accounts by the dissociative effect of the opposite 

kind of error. Both w a n t  representations of baptism, for example, show how travellers, 

encountering an apparently familiar ritual object or practice, endued it with meanings 

drawn from the discourse against Rome. Robert Best, the author of one of the accounts, 

claimed that Russian Orthodox baptism entails "anoynting eares and eyes with spittlen 
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(Hakluyt, ii. 444). The source of Best's statement was in fact the baptismal rite of English 

Catholicism; Orthodoq had no such ceremony. The touch with spittle at the ej6et;a 

(opening of the ears) was eliminated by the reformers in 1549, and in 1552 the whole 

process of admission to the catechumenate, with which it had been connected, lost its 

character as a distinct rite.'' Best, it seems, was incited to this error by news of what had 

long been an exclusively Eastern custom, that is, spitting during the catechumen's 

renunciation of Satan." He describes the renunciation itself quite accurately: "the childe 

shal forsake the deviU, and as that name is pronounced, [&e sponsors] must all spit at the 

word as ofien as it is repeated" (HakuytY ii. 444). Apprised of one form of the ritual use 

of saliva, Best appends another with which he was acquainted and which he assumed must 

be present. The interpolation arms his representation with the full polemical force of the 

Reformation's stand against clerical rnagic To Protestant liturgists the #eta was a 

particularly blatant example of how the Roman Church purported to invest the priest's 

bodily fluids with special powers. 

Fletchery Like Best, makes an analogy between Russian baptism and Roman 

Catholic baptism. In this case, though, the problems with the analogy are more complex: 

When the childe is baptiszed, the Priest laieth oile and salt 
tempred together upon the forehead, and both sides of his face, 
and then upon his mouth, drawing it along with his finger over 
the childes lippes (as did the Popish priests) .... (94) 

The gift of salt, integral to the Roman and Sarum rites of making a catechumen, was 

unknown in the East. It was discarded in the English Church in 1549 with the adoption 

of the new Prayer Book. Evidently Fletcher wanted to highlight the p d e l s  between 

anointing with chrism (the Orthodox equivalent of confirmation) and the various 
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applications of oil and chrism proper to the Caholic baptismal rite. Ofthe latter no trace 

remained in English usage afier 1552, when the hm Prayer Book's retention of unction 

following baptism was disallowed. At no time, however, was the exorcism with salt 

anything but a completely separate ceremony: "the Popish priestesn never "tempred 

togethern "ode and salt.nu Fletcher improperly characterizes the Roman tradition born 

which he interpolates into Russian tradition, unfasteniag the analogy at both ends of the 

argument. The accretion of errors throws the boundvycomtructing project into disarray. 

In effect, the representation disengages itself from the tripartite axes linking Anglicanism, 

Catholicism, and Orthodoxy. 

The absence of any stable referent also creates a kind of analogical fiction in 

Fletcher's other descriptions of the ritual use of oil. Commenting on the ordination of 

Russian priests, Fletcher writes that their "heads are shorne ... about an hand bredth or 

more in the crowne, and that place annoynted with oyle by the Bishop ..." (8%). The 

claim derives, not from any practice of the Orthodox Church, but from the Gallicm 

custom of chrismating the hands of ordinands to the diaconate and priesthood. (In time, 

the head was also anointed, but except for the consecration of a bishop, this superadded 

anointing was discontinued prior to the Reformation?) Neither the Orthodox Church 

nor the Roman Catholic Church called for ordinands to be tonsured." Here again 

Fletcher implies an analogy that is based on interpolations from nonexistent Catholic 

liturgies. 

Tbe Ambivalent Role of Omtiision 

Omission, as I stated at the ou-, is the failure to call attention to something in 
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Orthodoxy that is materid to a comparison with Protestantism or Catholicism. The 

boundary fluctuates horn its intended position, not as a r d t  of wrongful attribution, but 

as a result of deceptive silence. Error and omission usually appear as discrete phenomena 

that have no meaningful interrelation within a text. The d o g y  f a  owing to a notable 

error, or to a notable omission, but not to both error and omission acting closely in 

concert. There is, nevertheless, a s e w  in which the presence of error alwqs necessitates 

a coordinated omission of information. The text, one might say, reserves the site at which 

the interpolation is received by effecting a conceptual vacancy; otherwise the interpolation 

would be blocked by prior claims with which it is incompatible. Ordinarily the vacancy 

plays a role which is merely andary to that of error in upsetting the analogy. Thus, for 

Fletcher's error to the effect that Orthodoxy makes liturgical use of the Athanasian creed, 

the corresponding omission is a positive statement that Orthodoxy does not make 

liturgical use of the Athanasivl creed, or makes littlrgicaI use only of the Nicene creed. 

Such an omission may be called ancillary for two reasons. Firsfly, it does no more than 

vacate from the analogy a bare corrective to the interpolation. Secondly, and more 

importantly, the hypothetical inclusion of information that constitutes more than a simple 

corrective against the error would probably possess no additional reserves of cultural 

power with which to move the boundary. A statement that, say, in the opinion of the 

Orthodox Church, the Nicene creed is the only authoritative one constitutes, 

substantively, more than a bare corrective to Fletcher's erior, but it is unlikely that its 

presence would shift the boundary further than that corrective. 

In some cases, though, both error and omission perform substantive functions in 
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rendering an analogy deficient, and for that reason their interaction recpkes consideration. 

English accounts of the annual procession and Great Blessing of Waters at Epiphany 

(Bogoiavhie rTheophanyn]; popularly, I d n  [" Jordan"D contain a good example of this 

interaction. The erron in this case are identical to those found in descriptions of the 

eucharist. Without exception, observers of the rites for Theophany applied the language 

by which a related EngLsh holiday--Twelfth Day-was known. Anthony Jenkinson," for 

instance, in 1558 made a journal entry for the "4 [sic] of January, which was Twelftide 

with them" (Hakluyt, ii. 421). Christopher Borough, translator to an English deiegation 

to Persia,16 asnuned that the celebrations of 6 January were "Twelfe day" (Hakluyt, iii. 

218). Best calls them 'the 12 day" mice and Fletcher once: "Their set day for this 

solemne action of hallowing their rivers, is that we cal Twelfthday" (Hakluyt, ii. 432, eQO; 

104v). Travellers thus indicated that Christianity in Russia complied with English norms. 

What makes this domestication possible, and what greatly increases its power to efface 

difference, is omission. For none of the texts makes any allusion to the major theological 

differences between Twelfih Day and Iwdan. Whereas in the West the holiday's main 

theme was the revelation of Christ to the Gentiles (represented by the Magi), the 

Orthodox Church emphasized the baptism of Christ, treating it as a trinitarian epiphany. 

The troparion for the feast summarizes its theological significance for Eastern Christians: 

When Thou, 0 Lord, wast baptized in the Jordan, the 
wonhip of the Trini~y was made manifest. For the voice of the 
Father bore witness unto Thee, d i n g  Thee the beloved Son, and 
the Spirit in the form of a dove confirmed His word as m e  and 
steadfast." 

In the English calendar, by contrast, the baptism of Christ occupied only a minor place. 
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Although commanorated at Epiphany, it was subordinate to the visit of the Magi. It had, 

moreover, to compete with another secondary theme, Christ's first miracle.'' 

One reason why the joint operation of interpolation and omission in the 

Theophany texts is so interesting is that it illustrates the tenacity of cultural 

preconceptions. Borough in his account goes so far as to transliterate the Russian word 

for baptism (krezhchenie), but is unable, for d that, to pierce the confines of his own 

expectations: "The 6. of January [is] TweIfe day (which they call Chreshenia) " (Hakluyt, 

iii. 218). It is true that the failure to grasp the baptismal significance of Theophany can 

be explained, in part, by the travellers' absence (or exclusion) from church s e ~ c e s .  

Jenkinson and Best both indicate that the English party did not attend the Liturgy which 

precedes the procession. According to Jenkioson: 

... the Emperor ... went to the Church in procession, with the 
Metropolitan [the head of the Russian Church before it became 
a patriarchate], and divers bishops and priests .... Then he bad me 
to dinner: then came he out of the church, and went with the 
procession upon the river .... (Hakluyt, ii. 421-22) 

Best, likewise, begins his description with the departure from church: "Then about 9 of 

the clocke they come out of the church with procession ...." (Hakluyt, ii. 432). It is also 

true, however, that the rites which the English did witness fully advertize the meaning of 

the holiday. The festal icon depicting the baptism of Christ is ceremonially carried, and 

the troparion quoted above is sung repeatedly. Purchas, moreover, who never travelled 

to Russia, but who had access to superior sources of information, demonstrates exactly the 

same sort of cultural occlusion. The Pilgrims contains a chapter on fasting in the Greek 

Church, extracted from a book by a Greek priest-monk and translated by Purchas. lg The 
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translation reads: 

They fuc also the fifi of Jmuarie from all white meates [i.e., meat 
and animal produd, because the sixt day of that moneth Christ 
was baptised, according to the Greekish astome. Moreover the 
Priests that day hallow water, whereof the Laickes drinke, and 
that they may be pure drinking of that holy water, they fm the 
day before, that is to say, the fifi of Januarie. ( i  429) 

Despite having been advised by an authoritative source he himself had translated, Purchas 

in a marginal note fJls into the usual English misconception: "TweIfi thy holy water. 

See the Rwse and Ahassine cerrmonies on that day in their pkzcsn (i. 429). Like the travel 

writers, he calls the f~ "Twehh day," and places emphasis on the water-blessing without 

reference to C k ' s  baptism. The identification of Theophany with Twekh Day was 

p ractically unshakeable. 

1 would like now to nun to representations in which error plays no red part, and 

in which omission acts independently to problematize the analogy. As in accounts of 

Theophany, the effect of omission in accounts of Palm Sunday is, ironically, to associate 

the Rwian Church with Protestantism. Since the Palm Sunday observances had no 

precise p d e l  in England, the omissions do not lend themselves to a false analogy 

between Orthodox and reformed liturgics. Rather, they lead to a radically wrong 

understanding of the relationship between scripture and tradition in the Orthodox 

Church, and hence imply an analogy bemeen the sources of doctrim1 authority that 

underpin liturgical practice in Orthodoxy and Anglicanism. In his description of the 

Moscow Palm Sunday celebrations of 1558, Best mentions all the usual features of 

Orthodox processions (lanterns and candles, banners, icons, sacramental fans,= clergy in 

full vestments), but also specifies what made this one unique: 



mey have a tree of a good bignesse which is made firt upon 
m o  sleds, as though it were growing there, and it is hanged with 
apples, raisins, figs and dates, and with many other fruits 
abundantly. In the midst of ye same tree stand 5 boyes in white 
vestures, which sing in the tree before the procession .... 

(Hakluyt, ii. 434) 

Nexc, in order, surrounded by the Moscow nobiliv and other prominent citizens, was the 

Tsar, who was on foot and with one hand led a horse. The horse's ears were covered 

with doth so as to resemble a donkey's: 

Upon this horse the Metropolitme sitteth sidelong like a woman: 
in his lappe lieth a faire booke, with a crucifix of Goldsmiths 
worke upon the cover, which he holdeth fist with his lefi hand, 
and in his right hand he hath a crosse of golde, with which crosse 
he ceaseth not to blesse the people as he rideth. 

(Hakluyt, ii. 434-35) 

Best completes his account by noting that about thirty young men ran in front of the 

horse and spread their garments before it, "so that [it] doth always go on some of themn 

What Best f& to mention is that the Muscovite procession carefully reenacted the 

icon for the feast. A prominently-placed tree £ill& with h i t ;  the presence of children in 

the tree and in the foreground, laying down garments; Chrin's sidesaddle position and his 

gesture of blessing with the right hand: these are all common elements in Russian 

iconography of the Entry into Jerusalem, inherited for the most part from Byzantium. 

Other details in Best's report an also be veri£ied by their correspondence to iconographic 

tradition. He relates, for example, that "the one halfe of the Emperoun noble men" 

e receded the Tsar and metropolitan, while the other half followed "with a great number 

of other people." In Orthodox icons, similarly, the figure of Christ is flanked by a cluster 
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of apostles on one side, and the welcoming crowd on the other.P 

It is useful at this point to consider one of the ideological foundations of 

Reformation iconoclasm. Among the many reasons for which radicaIs destroyed images 

(and moderates redefined their role) was their dubious historicity. On the textual level, 

the reformed Prayer Books undertook to restore "true religion" by excising d "uncertein 

stories" and "Legendes," and replacing them with "the very pure worde of God? On 

the corresponding visual level, Protestantism found its restorative work obstructed by the 

persistence of images "'devised by men's fantasies,'"" that is, by an which portrayed 

hagiographical lore and other deviations from biblical narrative. In other words, the 

Reformation discourse on images conformed to its governing historiographical model: 

scriptural commandments had been observed in the early Church, but later they were 

corrupted through the accretion of apocryp ha1 tales, traditions, and "vain and 

"superstitious" ceremonies. 

Orthodox Christianity was predicated upon an almost inverse historiography. 

Whereas Protestantism sought to transmit primitive practice by privileging the criterion 

of scripture, Orthodoxy attempted to anchor i d  in apostolic times by adhering to the 

tradition of icons. Orthodox belief attributed the first icons to Christ himself (the 

rnandylion or "holy face") and to St. Luke the Evangelist. It was thought, therefore, that 

correctly-painted icons reproduced prototypes by divine authors (or, at any rate, by 

authoritative Greek iconographers). By the sixteenth century, furthermore, the Eastern 

Church had integrated traditional teaching, icons, and liturgical texrs in a comprehensive 

praxis, each of whose component pvts possessed the force of doctrine. Painting 



"'according to one's imaginati~n'"~-that is, introducing variations into the received 

canon-broke this temporal and doctrinal con~uity .  In Russia the Kmchaia kniga,= 

whose provisions were affirmed in 1551 by the Council of a Hundred Chapters, prohibited 

innovation in order to protect right belief: 

"Let the iconographer's slriUF resemble those of the ancient 
models, the £irst painters, men of divine wisdom .... Let him not 
add anything new himself., not wen an iota; even if he thinks he 
knows-many things, let him not dare uansgreu the tradition of 
the Fathers."" 

The divergence between Orthodox and Protestant discourse on the historicity of images 

is put into even sharper perspective by the fact that the icon which Best overlooks 

circulated in medieval Europe. Western depictions of Christ's entry into Jerusalem, like 

Byzantine ones, retained compositional features whose meaning had been defined by the 

early Church: a tree with children in it, the walls of Jerusalem, and a tripartite grouping 

of figures (apostles-Christ-cro~d').~~ The image which in Russia attained to such historical 

authority that it organized the Tsar's Palm Sunday procession fell victim in England to 

the uprooting of apocryphal fhifications. 

The result of Best's omission is not simply to obscure born view another example 

of the Russian sacrht ion  of the visual (and thus to lose an opportunity to analogize 

Orthodoxy to Roman Catholicism). By f a g  to bring evidence of the mediating agency 

through which Russians appended scripture-theological and liturgical tradition, of which 

icons were a part-Best's representation invites the construction of a direct link between 

the procession and gospel narratives. A construction dong these lines is clearly implied 

by Fletcher's brief summary: 



They have an other ceremonie on Palm Sunday, of 
auncient tradition: what time the Patriarch rideth through the 
Mosko, the Emperour himself holding his horse brick, and the 
people crying Hounmz, and sp&g their upper garmentes under 
his horse feete. (105) 

Apart fiom identifj&g the acton as Muscovy's religious and secular elite, the account does 

nothing to tie the manifestation to its Russian contart. The information that "the people 

[cried] Hosanna, and [spread] their upper garmentesn merely repeats what is said in the 

gospels, veiling in silence the modifications effected by Orthodox tradition. As we saw, 

these modifications coalesce in the expanded role of children. Children are absent 

altogether from the bibl id  accounts," but in the hymnography for the feast they greet 

Christ with songslo and paIm branches, in sharp contrast to the adults: 

O evil and adulterous synagogue, thou hast not kept faith 
with thine own Lord .... Be thou ashamed when thine own 
children cry aloud: 'Hosanna to the Son of David; blessed is He 
that comes in the Name of the Lord.I3' 

Thus in icons of the Entry into Jerusalem it is children rather than adults who lay down 

garments. The silence of both Englvih texts with respect to this icon in effect bibIicizes 

the form of procession, accidently disarming the Protestant polemic and reducing cultural 

In other representations, by contrast, omission works to dissociate Orthodoxy from 

the Church of England. Depending on what is omitted, and in what context, omission 

may play a dissociative role no less decisive than interpolation fiom Roman Catholicism. 

In the sixteenth century, the Russian Orthodox Church and the EngLsh Church were, in 

several respects, united in an anti-Catholic community of interest. Among the most 

obvious points of coduence were their shared resistance to papal domination over local 
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ecclesiastical affairs; their insistence that church services be conducted in a language 

comprehensible to the Iaiq; and their common commitment to the prrsemtion of what 

they undemood, respectively, to be the faith of the apostles. Even in the realm of liturgy, 

where polarization tended to be at its most intense, there &ed certain affinities. Neither 

Orthodoxy nor the reformed Churches, for example, followed the Catholic custom of 

venerating the reserved host of the sacrament. To the extent that travel Literature 

downplayed or ignored this Anglo-Russian community of interest, it promoted 

estrangement from Orthodox culture. 

We saw earlier how interpolation from reformed English practice caused the 

negotiation of spurious panllels betareen Orthodox and Anglican eucharistic theology? 

At the same time, however, omission exercises a pervasive dissoaative function, inhibiting 

or m;n;m;7.ing the text's capacity to register close identification between Orthodoxy and 

Anglicanism. The Reformation marked a resurgence in the authoriv that the Greek 

Fathers enjoyed in western Europe. This patristic revival extended its iduence to 

liturgical renovation in the Church of England. Archbishop Cranmer's English Litany 

(1544), for instance, borrowed phrases born the Divine Liturgy of St. John Chrysostom, 

and originally ended with the section which in 1559 was titled "A Prayer of Chrysostom." 

The prayer was retained in the 1549 Prayer Book and subsequently. Nowhere, however, 

does any of the travellers identify the primary eucharistic liturgy of the Russian Church 

as that of St. John Chrysostom, to whom it is traditionally attributed. Disclosure of the 

patristic Link uniting Anglicanism and Orthodoxy would, arguably, have disabled much 

of what remained of the texts' capacity to register difference; for it would have cast 
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Orthodox Russians in the role of tutors to the English, possessors of a tradition that 

Protestantism sought to reinstitute. As it is, omission e f f d y  precludes this possibility 

of a "collapse of the other into the same and an ironic d o r m a t i o n  of the same into the 

other? 

In an essay on Shakespeare, Erich Auerbach distinguished the Renaissance on 

account of what he called its "historical perspective in depth."" The development of this 

perspective, Auerbach wrote, was made possible by a rapid growth in awareness of the 

possibiliv of "completely different conditions of life." Three forces worked to promote 

consciousness of pluriformity. (1) Humanism pursued a "program of renewal of antique 

forms of He and expression." (2) Overseas travel introduced into Europe the notion of 

erhnicity. (3) The Reformation replaced the "comparatively simple contrast of Greek or 

Roman versus barbarian or  Chrinian versus heathen" by a "much more complex picture 

of human so~iety."'~ Auerbach argued that the cultural upheavals which deepened 

perspective also revolutionized the representational apparatus, making it capable of 

producing rich, Liberated representations: 

The sphere of life represented in a particular instance is no longer 
the only one possible or a part of that only and clearly 
&cumscribed one. Very ofcen there is a switch from one sphere 
to another, and even in cases where this does not occur, we are 
able to discern as the basis of the representation a beer 
consciousness em bracing an unlimited world .... Shakespeare and 
the authors of his generation sometimes have erroneous ideas 
about foreign lands and cultures; they sometimes intentionally 
mingle contemporary scenes and allusions with a foreign theme, 
as for example the observations on the London stage in Hamlet. 
Quite often Shakespeare makes the setting of a play some 
fairyland only loosely comected with real times and places. But 



this too is only a playing upon the perspective view. 
Consciousness of the manifold conditions of human life is a fact 
with him, 
audience?' 

and can take it for on the of his 

The prospect is of a machinery not only greatly expanded in its capacity to circulate new 

representations, but qualitatively better. For ~uerbach, the Renaissance encounter with 

the other is a curiously passive process, out of which grows a kind of perspectival 

cosmopolitanism unaccompanied by reactive gestures of possession. The sixteenth-centwy 

fact of religious difference within Christianity was, in his view, greeted by the acceptance 

of complexity. Navigation and exploration, exploits merely of "discovery," cultivated a 

serene contemplation of "limitless" vistas in which Shakespeare's England was but one of 

many atomized ethnic units. 

Analysis of the devices by which travel writers tried to appropriate the other, 

however, does not support the thesis of an emancipated consciousness. In the reports on 

Russian Orthodoxy, the prevalence of analogy among these devices suggests, rather, that 

assimilation became possible only through rrconstitution of the other to meet the contours 

of domestic experience. Local history is recapitulated and reconfigured to form world 

history. Perspective is not so much deepened as thrown back in upon itself to perform 

additional representational tasks. Error and omission, furthermore, virtually paralyzed 

analogy in the execution of even this limited mandate, confounding travellers' efforts to 

place a boundary. Not only was the apparatus of representation ill-equipped to convey 

much about the madold conditions of life, therefore, its growth under the stimulus of 

travel was fitful, confused, and haphazard. 
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Notes 

'In the Novvm Oganm (1620) Bacon considered that ordinary language presented an obstacle ro the 
attainment of proper understanding: "Now words, being commody h c d  and applied according to 
the capacity of the vulgar, follows those lines of division which ace most obvious to the vulgar 
underscanding." Bacon gos on to posit the possibility of a cognitive superclass that a d s  its& of a 
better language than that idolized in the "market p k "  See aphorism 59 in The NCW Oganon and 
Related W~mgr, James Spedding, Robert Leslie ElIis, and Douglas Denon Heath, trans.. Fulton H. 
Anderson, e d  and intro. (1863; Indianapolis: Liberai Am-Bobbsm 1960). English commentary on the 
euchvist and other rituals in Russia, however, h o n n n t c s  a high degree of discursive wanimiry. 

'The 1549 Prayer Book oscillates ambiguously between "altar" and "Godda borde," but the 1552 and 
1559 versions make no mention of altars. "Table" k t  came into use in 1552. 

'~rocrer and Frere, 493-95. The 1559 Prayer Book directs the Minister to say, "when he delivererh the 
bread": 

T h e  body of our Lord Jesus Christ which was given for thee, preserve thy 
body and soul into everlasting Life: and take and eat this, in remembrance 
drat Christ died for thee, and Led on him in thy heart by hi&, with 
rhanksgiving. 

The accompanying formula for administering the wine reads: 

The blood of our Lord Jesus Christ which was shed for thee, preserve thy 
body and soul into everlasting Lite: and drink this in remembrance that 
Christ's blood was shed for thee, and be &addid. 

The Book of  Common Prayer, 1559: The Ekbrrhan buyer Book. John E. Booty, ed ( C h u l o t t d e :  
UP of Virginia, 1976), 264- 

m e  analysis remains the same if we explain Fletcher's mistake as a uvlsposition of some of the 
Orthodox words of institution, recited in the liturgy during the eudracisac prayer. In either case the 
error obscures Orthodgx belief in what Catholics call transubstantiation, See note 33. 

'G.J. Cwning, A Hirory ofAnglcan Litu'gy (London: M a d a n ;  New York St Mutin's, 1969), 50, 
53-54, 60, 86, 106; Procter and Frere, 30. 

%uming, 103; Procrer and Frere, 391. The Athanasian creed also influences one of Fletcher's two 
renditions of the priestly doxology, to which he ad& "one very God in Triniticn (9 1v). 

'The section on saints' lives (zhirk) reads in M: 

n h c  Deacon that standech without the heavenly doore, or chauncd readeth 
a piece of a Legend, out of a written book, (fbr they have it not in print) 
of some Saints life, miracles, &c Thic is divided into manie panes, for 



evefie day in the yare, and is r e d  by them with a playne singing note, not 
udike to the Popish tune, when they soung their Gospels. (92) 

The rderena is probably m the ChetT ninn', a collection of narratives intended for liturgical use. Like 
related genm, the Chcti' mimi was orgurbed m correspond to the church calendar, with monthly and 
daily entries. Its LinugicaI role was didacdc, and derived h r n  the campaign initiated by the Council of 
a Hundred Chapters (1551) to rake m o d  standards. Pad Bushkovitch, Rcli~on a d  Soti'' in Rurrrir. 
The Srjrtcnttb and Smnt~enth Cnmt~a (New York Oxford UP, 1992). 86-87. 

Archbishop Ccatmer's p&ce to the 1549 Pnyn Book promixd to rtinstifute the ministration 
of the "very pure worde of God'' by elimina~g 'uncenJn stories, Legend=, Raponda, Verses, Mine 
repecicions, Communoracions, and S y n d  es..." (Fim a d  Second Prayer-Books, 3). Certainly, the 
opposition between scriptural and n o n - s a i p d  lessons was sharply demarcated by English visitors to 
Russia. 

Flercher compares the singing of Onhodox dew to Roman Catholic chants. In ficr, rhe rubrics 
to the Prayer Book stipulate that, "where they doe syng," the imons at Morning and Evening Prayer, 
rogerher with the epistle and gospel at the eucharist, ace to be "songe in a playne tune" (Fim and Second 
Prayer-Books, 22). 

% other Liturgical contexts the canticle is sung by clergy. If, for example, Fletcher is Arring to matins 
as part of the vsmos16chnoe bci;mie, or "all-night vigil," it would have been sung by the priests and deacons. 
Smite Book of the Hob Onhohx-Catholic Apostolic Church, 3rd ed., Isabel Florence Hapgood, trans. and 
ed (1922; Brooklyn: Syrian Antiochivl Onhodox Archdiocese of NewYork, 1956). 1, 15. 

I know of no modern edition of any Russian Orthodox Liturgical books dating horn the sixteenth 
century. A number of monographs on church services in the middle and late medieval periods were 
published in Russia before 1917. Almost none of these studies are available in Canadian universiry 
collections. 

The only systematic Linrrgical reform to have taken place in the Russian Orthodox Church since 
the reign of Ivan N occurred in rhc mid-seventeenth cennrry, when Patriarch Nikon's campaign to 
eliminate what were alleged to be errors in service books pceapitated the schism of the Old Believers. 
Paul Meyendorff has reviewed the t d  sources upon which the Nikonian editors relied in relation to 
the eucharistic liturgies: 

Our analysis of che rdorm will indicate char the a d  changes were 
minimal. In the tms of prayers and litanies, most of the changes were 
stylisac, grammatical, or orthographical, and rarely altered the meaning. 
Many of the changes were rubrical, but these, to the modern reader. will 
appear trivial, though they engendered sharp debate. 

See RUSSirZ, R i w L  and &6nn= The Litutgr'td Rej5m of M o n  m the 17th Ccnmry (Crescwood, NY: 
Sr. Vladimir's Seminary P, 1991), 32. The controversy for which the schism is best known was over the 
correct way of making the sign of the cross. The Old Believers adhered to the traditional Russian 
practice of using two fingers, whereas the dormers adopted the more recent Greek practice of using 
three. 

' ~ i m  and Second Prayer-Books, 2 1; Profter and Frere, 3 15, 376-n; Cuming, 70. 

'o~rocter and Frere, 570, 572; Curning, 1 10. 



''spitting upon S a m  can be d to U - c c n n u y  Rome through rhe Apoztoiii Ttad;tion of S t  
Hippolyars, and perhaps also to northern I d y  in the fourth century through the writings of St. Ambmrc 
See W-K Lowrhcr Clukc, "Holy Baptism," in f i i q y  and Wonhip: A Gmpanion to the PTaym Book 
of the Anglican Communion, Clarke and C M a  Harris, alr (London: Society for Promoting Chrisdvl 
Knowledge; New York: MaonilLn, 1932), 418-20, 420 n. 4. 

12~letcher appears to h v e  automatidy associated exorcism with s a i ~  In his account of the Great 
Blessing of Waters, he claims, wrongly, that the cunomuy exorcism there performed involved "casting 
in saltw (1 04). 

The Catholic diplomat Sigismund von Herbemein, by contrast, accurately describes Russian 
baptismal custom: "They use neither salt nor saliva in the mhaurc" (i. 73). Herbemein, employed in 
the sewice of the Habsburgs, carried out missions to Muscovy in 1517 and 1526. His Rrnmr 
Moscoviticrlm commmtarii was k published in 1549, and between 1551 and 1589 reappeared in 
seventeen editions, becoming the standard eyewitness rdauon of Russia. Richard HakIuyt induded 
excerpts in the second edition of the kintipal Navigationz (1 598- 1600). 

"P rocter and Frere, 654-58. 

14Monks and nuns in the Russian Church are tonsured, but not anointed, as FIetcher states. His 
awareness of the existence of a distinct order of priest-monks caused him to repeat the erroc 

They have besides their Papaes or Primes, their Chrrmapapacs (as they all 
them) that is, Blackt Pn'crtc5: that may keepe their Benefices, rhough they 
bee admitted Friers withall within some Monmerie. They seeme to bee the 
verie same that were called Regular Priestes in the Popish Church. (87v) 

Fletcher's reference to Catholicism, moreover, helps to account for his representation of the tonsure, 
which is almost identical in both passages: "Then is [the candidate's] crown shome a hand breadth, or 
more dose to the very skinne ..." (884. Orthodox tonsure, unlike that of "fiiers," entails cuning the hair 
in a cruciform pattern. 

'5Tided in both Hakluyr (ii 413-25) and Purchas (xi. 623-35) as "The hs t  voyage made by Master 
Anthonie Jenkinson, fiom the Citie of London toward the land of Russia, begun the twelfrh of May, in 
the yeere 1557." Jenkinson was a merchant and navigator, the kt of whose bur voyages to Muscovy 
was occasioned by his appointment as company agent. A fivourite of Ivan IV, he was entrusted by the 
Tsar with sensitive diplomatic assignmenrs. Jenkinson's missions h m  Russia to c e n d  Asia (1558-59; 
1562-63) were insmunenml in the company's attempt to peneuate the Levantine markers-Persia in 
panicular-by way of the Caspian Sea. On Jenkinson, see E Delmar Morgan and C.H. Coote, 
inuoduaion, Early Voyrrger and Trawlr ro Ruorjr and Pmia, 2 vok, Morgan and Coote, eds. (London: 
Hakluyr Society, 1886), i. i-div. 

1 6 ~ i s  account was published in Hakluyr as "Advertisements and repom of the 6. voyage into the parts 
of Persia and Media, for the companie of English merchants for the discovede of new trades, in the 
yeeres 1579. 1580. and 1581. gathered out of sundrie letters wr i~en  by Christopher Burrough, servant 
to the saide companie, and sent to his uncle Master Willivn Burrough." Purchas reprinted an 
abbreviated version. O n  Borough, see Kordt, 48. In 1579-80 the expedition wintered at Astrakhan, 
where it  was able to observe the Russian fkstival. 



Osee Tbe F d  Mmrrrbn, Mother Muy and ARhirmndrm Uljstas Wuz mns. (London: Faber, 
1969), 295-387, for the complete ordu of ruvicc, 348-59 b r  the Great Blaring of Warm. 

'The ancient h e m  baptismal themes survived in the m e d i d  Roman rim, particularly m rhe gospel 
for rhe octave of Epiphany. In rhe d o m e d  English C h d ,  the second lesson ar Morning Prayer 
commemorated the mdation of rhe Trinity at C W s  baptism. Procter and Free, 323, 530-32; W.K 
Lowrher Clarke, "The Calendar," in Lowther Clarke and Harris, eds., 209-1 1; K.D. Mackenzie, "Collects, 
Epistles, and Gospds," in Lowther Clarke and Harris, eds., 386-88. 

19"0f the condition of li& in which the G r e b  now live, and of their rites of Fasts, Feasa, and other 
observaaons, gathered out of the Booke ofChrinopheros Angclos, a G d h  Monke and Priest" (i. 422- 
49). Angelos, a native of the Peloponaaur. sedcd at W o r d  in 1610. Purchas seems to have known 
him personally, for he writes that "some five yeeres since [AngeIor] gave mee a G d e  Booke printed by 
him in London ..." ( i  421). Although Purchas speak of him unflarteringly, Angelm was couneousiy 
received by rhe English ecdesiasucal authorities, who arranged for him ro study at Trinity College, 
Cambridge, and later at Balliol. He was, therefore, for several years ul Olcrord contemporary of Edward 
Brerewood's. Of  the several works Angela published, Purchas' refkrence is to Encbinkbn & Im-tu& 
Gtacconrm (1619). 

George Abbot, Archbishop of Canterbury ( I 6  1 1 -33), corresponded with Cyd Lularis, Patriarch 
of Alexandria and later of Consantinople, inviting him to send Greek students to Englaad. V.T. 
Istavridis, Orthohxy a d  Anglicanism. Colin Davey, trans. (London: Sociery for Promoting Christian 
Knowledge, 1 966), 2-3. 

~ c c o u n a  of the Greek Orthodox Church give rise to a separate set of questions. Oppomcnicies 
for trade, of course, took the English into the Levant as well as Rusk Tcavl repom about lands 
inhabited by Onhodox Greeks and Arabs can be found in Hakluyt and Purchas, with their charaaeristic 
region-by-region organization. In the sixteenth century the Churches of Russia and Ukraine were the 
only Orthodox Churches that were not under nonchristian. primarily Onoman. d e .  It is arguable, 
therefore, that in representations of Greek Orthocloy, Protesaot polemic is complicated by sympathy 
in the hce of a common enemy, an enemy, moreover, whose suppon for English economic interests was 
unreliable. On the other hand, rraveIIers cypidy describe the religion of Muscovy as  that of the "Greek 
Church," and more than one of than propounds a vague conception of the patriarch at Consrantinople 
as a son of Orthodox Pope. 

'me ripidimr. Best lacks the requisite vocabulaqc "round plara set upon long saves: the plates were 
of copper very M of holes and thin" (Hakluyt, ii. 434). 

21~ccording ro Best, the young men were the sons of local clergy. More likely they were sons of the 
Moscow md'try, h e  musketeers. See Robert 0. Crummey, "Court Spectacles in Seventeenth-Cenngr 
Russia: Illusion and Reality," in Errqs in Honor of AR Zimin, Daniel Clarke Waugh, ed. (Columbus: 
Slavica, 1985), 132, 136. 

22 Ccummey, 136, states that parish d e w  and important courtiers walked before the Tsar and 

memopolitan (later patriarch), bishops and leading Moscow merchants afier. Laser counies processed 
in front of the float to which the tree was attached On  icons of the Entry into Jerusalem in general, 
see Leonid Ouspensky and Vladimir Losslq, The Meaning of Icons, rev. ed,  G.E.H. Palmer and E. 
Kadloubovsky, trans- (19 52; 1969; Crestwood, NY: St Vladimus Seminary P, 19 82), 176-79. 

U ~ i n t  and Second Prayer-Book, 34. 



""A Declaraaon of CertJn Principal Anides of Wgion," issued in 1559 by Archbishop Parker and 
other prelates. Cited in John Phillips, Tbc R+wwtion of lnrrga: The Damcnion of A I . ~  in En&d 
1535-1660 (Berkeley: U of CaMornia P, 1973). 1 15. 

25~rorn the Council of a Hundred Chapters. Cited in Leonid Ougnrlry. Tbeohgy of the icon, 2 vols., 
Anthony Gychid, trans. (1980; Cresfwood, NY: St. Vladimir's Seminary P, 1992), ii 297. 

'%e Pchcioon (Rddw). This is a cornpilaaon of canon law, with expianations and commentaries. 

Z8~rummey, 133-34, 144 n. 17, and specidly phu 4. 

%f. M a n  21:8-9; Mark 11:8-10; Luke 19~36-38; John 12: 12-13, 17. SL Matthew, 21:15-16, s p a k r  
of the children's praise ifrccwazds, in the temple. "On the basis of Tndidon che [Orrhodox] Church 
ascribes to them the same role ar the Enay itself" (Ouspcwky and Lauky, 177-78). 

30~esr gives no indication what was sung "before the procession." Because the liturgical texts meditace 
on events portrayed in the icon, this omision has the same associative eAkc as his silence concerning rhe 
image. 

"~rorn the uposticba for Sunday vespers. The h t r n  Tn'odion, Mother Mary and Archimandrite Kallisror 
Ware, uans- (1978; London: Faber, 1984), 506. 

3 2 ~ h e  Roman Catholic Church and the Orthodox Church alike looked ro the second Council of Nicaea 
in 787 as &ording conclusive authority for the veneration of images. In meeting the Catholic case in 
fivour of imagery, a number of English and continend rrformefs-John Jewel, William Tyndale, Mydn 
Bucer, and John Calvin among them-reopened the main arguments which had defined rhe debate 
benueen Byzantine iconodules and iconoclasts. See Margaret Asmn, EngkmdS ic0nocI;rrtr (Odord: 
Cluendon, 1988), 47-61. Funhemore, Greek expauiam resident in western Europe published 
numerous editions of Evtern Church Fathers, many of which had found their way into the English 
universities by the end of che sineenlh century. See Harold L Weatherby, "The True Saint George." 
in Englirh Literary Rntairrrnne 17 (1987): 119. Interest in Greek patrology somerimes extended to 
interest in Greek liturgy, as in the cases of Cranmer and Lancclot Andrewes. Knowledge of the hismry 
and present sate of the Greek Orthodox Church, however, was g e a e d y  weak in England. As late as 
1559 Bishop Cox implied in a lener to Queen -be& that icons had remained d a d  in the Greek 
Church. A similar suggestion was made by thc homily on idolatry (Ascon, 5 5-57). No Protestant treatise 
devored exclusively to Greek Onhodox liturgy appears to be apnt All this is consistent with the view 
char both Catholics and Protestanu made highly selecdvc use of the Greek example. 

3 3 ~ t  is useful to add here that the associative force of error was increased by accurate statements of 
parallels. The reformers' restoration of the primitive custom of communicadng under both species 
brought English practice into cooforrnity with the Orthodox. Accordingly, several travellers rcpo ned chat 
Russians communicated "in both kinds." Chancellor mentions it, alrhough he seems to have been 
misunderstood by Adarns, who cites only the "lcavcned bread" (Hakluyt, ii. 237, 265). Besr, who has 
nothing else at aU to say about the eucharistic Liturgy, gives a carefid description of intinction: 

They minister the Communion with bread and wine afier our order, but 



[the priest] bttaktth the bread and putteth it into the cup unto the wine, 
and commonly some am pamkas with thcmt and they take the bread out 
agahe with a spoon together with put of chc wine, and so take it 
t h d v c s ,  and give it to others chat receive with them afier the same 
mancr. (Hakluyt, ii. 442-43) 

(This is not exactly correct. The communion of the clergy takes place beforrhand, as Best writs, but 
not born the spoon [Ldiha].) 

Russian Orthodox belief in the euchutt as a sacrifice, and in the real presence of Christ, would 
have rumished a powerful boundary marker. As it is, rhe literature conrains not a single refirence to 
either. Meyendorffalleges that r i d  dewtion of the bread and wine, and gestures of blessing over them 
at che words of insticurion, entered Muscovite practice only in the mid-seventeenth century, under the 
influence of latinized Greek Onhodox service books published in Venice The o u m d  signs by which 
Roman Catholics expressed their belief in transubstantiation thercfbrc had no parailel in Russian 
Orthodoxy, which nonetheless held M y  to the idea of a rnysaYSacal transformation of the dements. The 
search for analogy hlls short, and a luge omission rmceaIr the accent of di&mce between Protestantism 
and Orthodory. See Meyendo&, RimL 185-87. 

 rich Aucrbach, Mimrrri: The Rcpmentatioon ofRrality in Wcrtm Litnature, Wdacd Tmk. crans. 
(1953; Gacden Cicy, NY: Anchor-Doubleday, 1957), 282. 
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The Threat of Identification with the Other: 

Breaking the Frame of Discourse 

Analogy thus played a cen td  role in the literature on Russian liturgy for taro 

reasons. It held out to the reader the promise of immediate understanding. And, as I have 

tried to show, analogy appeared to make available for further calibration the boundary 

between Protestants and Catholics; more plainly than any other device, it registered the 

historicity of the encounter with Russian Orthodoxy. No traveller relied exclusively on 

comparison, however, and some not at all. Analogy may not have been suitable to the 

representational program that a traveller wanted to purme. For analogy constrains the 

writer to an agenda which after a cextain point becomes inflexible. In order to h a i o n  

properly, a comparison between, say, vespers in the Orthodox Church and evening prayer 

in the reformed Church of England1 requires the inclusion of some elements and the 

exclusion of others, so that all elements in both categories relate to evening worship. The 

inclusion of a minimum quantity of elements is probably dso necessary, because otherwise 

the analogy would lack structural solidity. 

But what if a traveller chooses to give a hybrid account, one that mixes 
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representation of Liturgical rites with representation of orhu aspects of Russian d w e ?  

No obvious comparator may have d e d  in the domestic culture. Thus the 

representation of Orthodox ritual expands the scope of discussion beyond what is possible 

in analogy. Or what if a traveller deliberately leaves out elements required in a fully- 

constituted comparison? An analogy in Protestantism or Catholicism may have been 

perfectly accessible, but the writer elects instead to limit his focus to an isolated 

component of a Russian Orthodox s e ~ c e .  The representation contracts the scope of 

discussion beyond whac is possible in analogy. (It is important not to confuse contraction 

with omission. Whereas omission gives rise to a faulty analogy, contraction means that 

no analogy is ever called into operation.) Texu that do not analogize show the same 

ideological diversity as texts that do. Some of them invite the reader to idenufy with the 

other, while others have the effect of intensifying his or her alienation. We can get some 

sense of the extent of this diversity, and of the nature of expansion and contraction, by 

considering reports about the politicization of liturgical culture and about burial rites. 

The way in which religious ritual can become a site for the symbolic reenactment 

of the relations between Church and state is implicit in descriptions of the Moscow 

Theophany and Palm Sunday celebrations, discussed in chapter 3. These ceremonies, Paul 

Bushkovitch has written, "were expressions of the unity of the Russian state, of the often 

fictitious consensus of ruler, church, and aristocracy that was supposed to characterize 

lifeWn2 The pilgrimages regularly made by the court to the Trinity-St. Sergius 

monastery performed a similar function. In the sixteenth century the cult of St. Sergius 

was heavily politid. He served as the chief intercessor for the Russian land and the 



guarantor of its armies' victory over the Tatus. SeTgius' fm-day in September, Trinity 

Sunday, and other suitable occasions, therefore, were the rene of an elaborate procession 

to the monastery that he had founded, involving the regimentation of the entire dynastic, 

administrative, and military machinery ofMuxovy.S It was a particularly solemn occasion 

of this type, featuring the translation of a bell and miracle-working icon, which William 

Parry witnessed in May 1600:' 

After [the guard and hones] came a great number of Friers in 
their rich Coapes, singing, carrying many Pictures, and Lights .... 
Then followed the Patriarch, with d the Archbishops, Bishops, 
and great Prelates singing in their Coapes, very rich and glorious, 
having huge Images borne before them, being very richly inlayed 
with precious Gemmes of divers colours, and Lights about them. 
Then followed the King him self.... Then was carried, in a great 
Chist, the forenamed Image, guarded by a Great man and State 
of the Counuey, with some five hundred under his command, 
for the guard and convoy of that Image. And last of all  came 
that huge Bell, being of twentie tume weight, drawne by three 
thousand and five hundred men.... 

The poise of the Bell was so great, that passing along the 
streets of Musco (being paved with great square pieces of Timber 
set close one by another) the wood of the h e  or carriage 
whereon the Bell was drawne, set the timber of the streets on 
£ire, through both the woods chafing together, so that some were 
faine to follow hard h e r ,  to throw on water, as the timber began 
to smoke. (Purchas, viii. 47-48)' 

Parry subordinates the religious sign.i£icance of the procession to its political sigolficance 

as a manifestation of the might of the Muscovite state. The location of the boundary is 

determined, not by any analogy to some external comparator, but by the traveller's 

response to one of the wider contexts in which religious rituals occur and of which they 

are understood to fonn a part. In this instance, identification with the Orthodox Church 

is promoted by the pleasure that Parry registers in a demonstration of the Russian court's 
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opulence and power, and in the marvellous bd. Parry's representation &us stands as one 

of the few that express approval of a Russian Orthodox ceremony wen while affitming 

its otherness? It is worthwhile to note, in passing, that such a subversive combination is 

conceivable only in the nonanalogical mode. Analogy, which compels the traveller 

directly or indirectly to state an opinion on Roman Catholicism or Protestantism, could 

well put expressions of appreciation for ceremonial complexiy in the light of outright 

heterodoxy. As it is, Parry's representational freedom is such that he is even able to invert 

the ordinary Protestant signification of "ceremony": the procession was, in his words, 

"ceremonious and triump ham" (Purchas, viii. 446). 

Expansion, then, enables the traveller to explore adjacent fields in which religious 

ritual acquires meaning. C o n d o n ,  on the other hand, tends to foreclose the possibility 

of analogy by turning sharply in the opposite direction, towards confinement of the ambit 

of description. In an extreme form contraction results in representation which is purely 

synecdochical. 1 would like now to consider how synecdoche availed itself to travel writers 

as a vehicle for channelling ridicule. A b e n t  of a liturgical rite is extracted from its 

theological and ceremonial context, and, thus made to stand alone, becomes fodder for 

articulations of contempt for the other. As an instrument of cultural representation, 

synecdoche radiates force outward in concentric circles. That is to say, the fragment that 

is held up to ridicule stands, in the firsf place, for the absurdity of the particular rite from 

which it is drawn; subsequently, by a process of widening association, it is made to stand 

for the inferiority of the Russian Orthodox Church, of Russians in general, and £inally of 

all peoples which adhere to the Orthodox tradition. Contraction of subject-matter should 
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not therefore be mistaken for dispersion of representational impact, which is in fact 

extensive. Synecdoche is closely related to labelling. However, whereas labelling testifies 

to the writer's unwillingness to engage with specifics, being unworthy of his attention, 

contraction bring to light a supposedly archecppical farure of a specific ritual. 

Synecdoche could, of course, senre to communicate admiration as well as scorn. But 

where representation is at once disjointed and decontextualized, and generally hostile to 

the other, as is most English representation of Orthodoxy, the instances in which 

contraction focusses admiration rather than scorn will be few. 

Accounts of burid customs in Russia offer the best illustration of sustained recourse 

to synecdoche. The content of the synecdoche is already fully developed in Richard 

Chancellor's report: 

And when any of them die, they have a testimonid with them 
in the Coffin, that when the soul commeth to heaven gates it 
may deliver the same to Saint Peter, which declare& that the 
partie is a true and holy Russian. (Hasluyt, ii. 237) 

Apparently what Chancellor saw was a kind of formularized absolution, which affirmed 

that the deceased was under no ecclesiastical censure and that he or she had discharged all 

the duties of an Orthodox Christian. It probably included petitions for the intercession 

of the Mother of God and the saints. Although then is no malice in the representation 

of the practice itself, Chancellor's whole argument, clear from the start, is that Muscovites 

"observe the lawe of the Greekes with such excesse of superstition, as the like ha& not 

bene heard OF (Hakluyt, ii. 236). Chancellor, moreover, appears to have had strong 

Protestant convictions at the time of writing: and his reference to St. Peter is clearly a 

Catholicizing error, an interpolation.' (Subsequent reports genedy identify St. Nicholas 
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rather than St. Peter as the intended recipient of the document.) Chancellor succeeded in 

putting into circulation a prototype that English writers followed well into the seventeenth 

century. What is striking about later accounts is precisely the way they eschew the 

opportuniy to vary or enlarge the content of Chancellor's description, preferring instead 

to make it the centrepiece in a denunciation of Russian back~adness. Clement A d m  

in his Latin exposition writes: 

There is one use and custome amongst them, which is 
strange and rare, but yet it is very ridiculous, and that is this: 
when any man dyeth amongst them, they take the dead body and 
put it in a coffine or chest, and in the hand of the corps they put 
a litle scroule, & in the same there are these wordes written, that 
the same man died a Ruse of Ruses, having received the faith, 
and died in the same. @Iakiuyt, ii. 268) 

Claims by the Orthodox to be the true church, A h  continues, "are the foolish and 

childish dotages of. ..ignorant Babarians" (Hakluyt, ii. 268). Robert Best adds a few 

supplementary details-the "small waxe candles" held by mourners, ritual laments, the 

deceased shod in new shoes, as for "a great journeyw-but for him as well the absolution 

retains a synecdochical priority, and he mentions it not once but mice. The second 

reference introduces a commentary: "They that be hanged or  beheaded, or such like, they 

have no testimonie with them: how they are received into heaven, it is a wonder, without 

their passportn (Hakluyt, ii. 447). Giles Fletcher follows Best in substituting St. Nicholas 

for St. Peter, but otherwise recapitulates Chancellor's original Latiniiing error with 

additional force: "they make wicholas] their chiefe mediatour, and as it were, the porter 

of heaven gates, as the Papistes doe their Peter" (106). The absolution appears fim in 

Fletcher's list of "superstitious and prophane ceremonies." In the seventeenth cennuy 
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Milton put this synecdoche into revived circulation. A B+iof History of MoscoYia 

consolidates the representations by Chancellor, A k ,  and Best: 

Their Dead they bury with new Shooes on their Feet, as to a 
long Journey; and put Letters testimonial in their Hands to Saint 
Nicholas, or Saint Peter, that this was a Rase of Rwes  and dy'd 
in the true Faith; which, as they believe, Saint Peter having read, 
forthwith admits him into Heaven. (494-95) 

As a trope for EngIish contempt for Russian Orthodoxy, therefore, the synecdoche of the 

"passport" enjoyed considerable longevity. 

So far the discussion has restricted itself to a consideration of the fuaaion of 

anaiogical and nonanalogical modes within discrete texts or blocks of text; no attention 

has been given to the potential for interaction between the tcno modes. Apart from our 

examination of the uses of synecdoche, there has perhaps also been a suggestion that 

travellers usually made representations in good faith, as it were: allowing for the operation 

of cultural preconceptions, and for limitations on access to reliable sources of information, 

the analysis has portrayed travellers as being basically content to discharge their 

representational task, and without W l e r  intervention to let the boundary lie where it 

fell. But the traveller was not always a mere passive agent, a regisnu of dtural difference 

with no private representationid agenda all his own. We have seen the capacity of 

analogical representation to effect surprisingly close identifications between the reformed 

Church of England and the Russian Orthodox Church. What if such f d a r i t y  was 

unacceptable-abhorrent, even-to the traveller, and despite his own representation he 

wished to reinforce the boundary? One of the devices by which the travel writer could 

rhetorically neutralize the h e a t  of intimate identification was a timely transition from 
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analogical to nonandogical representation. By expanding or convacdng the scope of 

description, the traveller break the h e  of discourse and attempts to mitigate the 

ideological damage wrought by analogy. Expansion acmrnplishes this resuit by shifting 

focus to an uafavourable account of one of the social or political spheres in which the 

Russian ritual occurs. Contraction, of course, simply rwerts to ridicule. 

It was precisely a dilemma of unwelcome familiarity that was brought about by the 

confusion of Theophany with the English Twelfth Day. Several accounts met the 

challenge by abandoning analogical representation, tnining their focus on a synecdoche, 

and heaping scorn on Russian liturgical culture. The practice which in this case was 

isolated as representative of the cornicaliy of Theophany was, as we saw, the open-air 

blessing of rivers and lakes. In Orthodoxy the Great Blessing of Waters is an integral part 

of the Theophany cycle because, as the liturgical texts emphasize, Christ's purification by 

baptism brings with it the renewal of all creation? The Church of England had abolished 

holy water in 1548 .lo Five years before Chancellor had landed in Muscovy, therefore, holy 

water was prominently situated on the boundary between Roman Catholicism and 

Protestantism. Fletcher, nonetheless, makes it clear that, for the purpose of 

communicating the scale of Russian Orthodoxy's difference, mere analogy to Rome is not 

nearly as effective or  appropriate as synecdoche: 

They have holie water in like use, and estimation, as the 
Popish Church hath. But herein they exceede them, in that they 
doe not onely hallow their holie water rtockes, and tubbes ful of 
water, but all the rivers of the countrey once wery  yeere. (103v) 

Representations of the Great Blessing of Waters exemplify the sequential pattern in which 

synecdoche makes its impact. For while belief in holy water is understood to demonstrate 
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the absurdity of Theophany, and the custom of blessing entire riven the absurdity of the 

belief in holy water, there stands at the core of representation a kind of synecdoche within 

the synecdoche. The substance of this core is a description of the tradition of leading 

horses Lom the royal stables to drink at the river. News of the p d c e  became, in effect, 

the subject of a standard joke, retold by suuu ive  generations of Protestants. Best wrote 

that "by [these] means they make their horses as holy as themselvesn (Hakluyt, ii. 433). 

Fletcher's version runs: "they bring their hone to the river, to drink of the sanctified 

water: and so make them as holie as a horse" (104~). Because Anthony Jenkinson had 

for whatever reason failed to make the point, the reprint of his report which appeared in 

Purchas was accompanied by a marginal note: "River of holy waterfir hone and man" (xi. 

632). Evidently Purchas or his editors wanted to ensure that Jenkinson's account (which 

dated from the Marian interregnum) duly made the synecdochical appeals that had since 

attained currency. 

Attempts to represent the Orthodox marriage rite, though fragmentary, dso ran 

the risk of obliterating difference. Best's report includes three successive chapters, the 

apparent purpose of which was to canvass the most common occasional services as 

celebrated in Russia. The fim and third of these chapters, "Of their Baptismen and "Of 

their burid," have already been mentioned. The second, which is titled "Of their 

Matrimonie, " contains an all-embracing interpolation: "the priest coupleth [the bride and 

groom] together much after our order, one promising to love and serve the other during 

their lives together, &c." (Hakluyt, ii. 4-49. Best's description of the marriage service is 

thus simply a domesticating ellipsis. Fletcher too contributes a whole section. Amid five 
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chapten devoted to "Their Ecclesiastical State," the Ruae CommawwIth indudes one 

called "Of the manner of solemnizing their Marriages." The treatment here of the actual 

marriage liturgy is more detailed than in the account by Best, but again it amounts to no 

more than an anglicizing error: 

The wordes of contract, and other ceremonies in solemnizing the 
marriage, are much after the order, and with the same wordes 
that are used with us: with a ring also given to the Bride. Which 
beeing put on, and the wordes of contract pronounced: the 
Brides hand is delivered into the hand of the Bride groome, 
which standeth a1 this while on the one side of the altar or table, 
and the Bride on the other. (101) 

The order of service fixed by the 1559 Prayer Book reguired the bride and groom to 

repeat the "wordes of contract," that is, to exchange VOWS, while holding each other's right 

hand. At this point the presentation of a ring to the bride symbolically sealed the 

contract." In the Russian Orthodox rite, by contrast, vows as  such played no p a d 2  At 

the betrothal rings were exchanged; it was not, as Fletcher claims, the man alone who gave 

a ring. Findy, it seems probable that by the mid-sixteenth century the only point at 

which the couple's hands were joined was during the ceremonial walk. The right hands 

of the bride and groom are bound (usually with, for instance, an embroidered towel), and 

the priest leads them in a procession around the service table. D u ~ g  the procession the 

couple wear garlands or crowns. These two fmtures, the "crowning" (from which the 

Russian ritual takes its name, venchanie) aud the ceremonial procession, highlight just how 

different was the architecture of the Orthodox service from the Elizabethan one. 

The technique with which both Fletcher and Best try to nullify the identification 

that they had effected is expansion out of the analogical mode. For what dominates their 
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accounts is not at all the church service itself. Fletcher's material comprises a wide-ranging 

discourse on the social practice of matrimony in Russia, and covers preliminary 

negotiations and dowry arrangements, the ceremony in church, and the customary 

celebrations that follow. Fletcher correctly notes that marriages were arranged by parents 

and friends; the bridal veil, worn until the wedding night; the role of ritual breads; and 

the prolonged revelries, at which the honorifics m d d o i  k n k '  koung duke) and moldzia 

kniaginia (jroung duchess) were used in addressing the n e w l ~ e d d 3  None of the overview 

engages in overt critique. Fletcher, rather, reserves for the find paragraph a sharp 

demarcation of difference, the dvity of which had become progressively blurred, above 

all through the comparison between liturgies: 'In living with their wives, they shewe 

themselves to be but of a barbarous condition: using them as servants, rather then wivesn 

(102~). Despite having had ample oppormnity to champion the cause of equity in gender 

relations, Fletcher elects only at the conclusion to recharacterize the sipficance of his 

discussion. The nonanalogical representation, as if by afterthought, is directed at 

displacing the d c a t i o n s  of the analogical. 

The operation of Best's nonanalogid reportage differs in several respects from that 

by Fletcher. Firstly, the undesirable conclusion wrought by analogy is ovemuned, not 

by a postscripted reinterpretation of the foregoing evidence, but by a clear &ation 

situated at the outset. "Of their Matkonien begins: "Their marrimonie is nothing 

solemnized, but rather in most points abhominablew (Hakluyt, ii. 445). Secondly, Best 

gestures or expands to a more variegated sociocultural context in which the marriage 

liturgy, "much after our order," occurs. An integral element of the abomination invoked 
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by him is the drinkkg and sexual ribaldry which, according to popular custom, 

accompanied the festivity: 

When they come home, the wife is set at the upper end of 
the table, and the husband next unto her: they f d  then to 
drinking till they bee ?U drunke, they perchance have a minmell 
or OPO, and ~ W O  naked men, which led her from the Church 
daunce naked a long time before all the companie. 

(Hakluyt, ii. 446) l4 

Best's report anticipates the Rwse CommmwtwItib in its allusions to the subordination of 

women. The argument, though, is more compelling historically than Fletcher's. In 

particular, the beatings alleged by Best to  be regularly admininered to women at the hands 

of their husbands are corroborated by important Muscovite ~ources.'~ Thirdly, reference 

to misogyny as a distinguishing trait sufficient to neutralize any liturgid p d e l s  is 

weakened by the expression of Best's own misogyny. The cosmetics said to be used by 

Russian women provoke open ridicule: "1 cannot so well liken them as to a millers wife, 

for they looke as though they were beaten about the face with a bagge of m d e ,  but their 

eye browes they coiour as blacke as jeat" (HakIuyt, ii. 447). 

What we see, then, is that virtually al l  aspects of secular life about which a traveller 

could write interpenetrated to some degree with Orthodox liturgy. As a r d t ,  expansion 

readily availed itself when analogy had, in the writer's opinion, advanced the boundary 

intolerably. Werner Sollors has written that, in the erection of boundaries, "contrastive 

identification may o v m l e  the shared humanity of different groupsn [emphasis added]? 

The power to make and to change rules, to which Sollors alludes, is, in the case of 

expansion and contraction, the power to change the ground rules of representation itself. 



'~ila Fletcher provides a summary of vespers (92v-93). 

2 ~ ~ h k ~ v i t c h ,  43. See also, by the same author, "The Epiphany Ceremony of the Russian C o w  in the 
Skteench and Scventcenth Ccnruria," Rvorirn Rcvicw 49 (1990): 1-17. Bushkovirch gives an overview 
of rhe lirurgical and poliacal development of this rite in Byzantium and Russia, and its role in combatting 
the pagan festivities called mktki. 

3~ushkovitch, 104-05, 118,213 n. 6. The m v d  literarure also contains refkrences to ocher fbundations 
pauonized by the c o w  In 1604, for example, St Thomas Smich recorded one of rhe sa te  occasions 
linked with rhe Kremlin cathedrals: "Upon the one and twentieth of November, rhe young Prince 
[Fedor Borisovich Godunov] of an ancient custome (went] to a Church within Mosco..-" (Pwchas, xiv, 
141). But Smith is unable m name rhe holiday (Synaxis of St Miduel) or the church (the Archangel 
Cathedral), nor are there my liturgical derails. The anonymous Sir Thonzas Smirhrz uorirge a d  
Enterfahm~t  in Rwhriz appeared in two London editions, 1605 and 1607, before being reprinted in 
Purchas HL Pi@es (Kordt, 76). 

Readers of Samuel Pwchv  would nonetheless have had supplemenary information about the 
liturgical form which announced dynastic landmarks. Included in the PiI@mts was Purchu' own 
narrative about the Time of Troubles, the interregnum between che death of Ivvl N and the accession 
of the Romanovs (xiv. 108 E). One section describes the so1emniues accompanying Boris' acceptance 
of che crown: "He enuing into che [Novodevichii] Monurerie, afar Prayers* received the fim 
Benediction. The people returned full of joy, and the B& (of which are numbred in Mosco, three 
thousand) resounded rhe publike Festivitie" (dv. 130). Another secrion describes the pretender Fake 
Dmiuii's enuy into Moscow in June 1605: 

we] entred with pompous procession of Souldies & Priests, che Russian 
Priars having Banners with the Piawes of the blessed Virgin and their 
Tutdare Saint Nicolas, in the end of a1 the Paaiarch, and afier him 
Demetrius by himsclfe on a whire Palfiay with a gallant myne of atrendants. 
Thus hee goech to the Temple of our Ladie, and afier Prayers, from thence 
to Saint Michaels Church .... (xi= 161) 

Borh passages are adapted horn Jacque de Thou's Hirorrir mi tmporis, as Puschas himself acknowledges: 
"Thus hrre have wee followed Thuanus, and hee Jacobus Margaretus a French Caprayne of Demeuius 
guard of Parrisvls [resident in Russia since 16011, which published a Book hereof' (riv. 163). 

4~ury's  A Nnu and Large Dircoune of tbe Traryrlr of Sir Anthony Shnly, ffi* by Sea and over Lnnd m 
the Pmian Empire was first published in 1601. Excerpn were published in Purchas as "Sir Anrhonie 
Sherley his Voyage over the Caspian Sea and thorow Russia" (viii. 42-49}. The hrll text is in E. 
Denison Ross, Sir Anthony Sberlky and hir Pmimr Advmnne (London: Routledge, n.d), 98-136. 

 oris is Godunov sponsored a number of ambitious engineering and consuuction projects. For a 
summary, see S. F. Platonov's s e m i n a l  Bonk Godrunox Ear of Rmiz, L. Rex Pyles, trans. (1921; Gulf 
Breeze, FL: Acad. I P, 1973), 1 16-20. 



6Anorher mveller whose enjoyment of Russian Orthodox liturgical culture was bound up with admiration 
for the Tsar's power was Jerome Honey: 

[Inn IV] built a goodly steeple of hewn stom in the inner castle of 
Moscow, d e d  Bhveshinrr CoIli'abis [?bLxzlbmna&z koIbkoI'ntir; L t d y ,  
"blessed b d  tower"] with rhirry great sweet-sounding bells in it, which 
sems to aU &me cathedral and goodly churches standing round about ir, 
ringing all together every f d  day, which ace many, and very dolaomely 
at every midnight's prayers 

See Horsey*~ Traveb, in Berry and Cnunmey, cds., 3 13. Although not in itself a Liturgical rite, bell- 
ringing is in the Russian Church an important liturgical practice. Horsey resided in Russia almost 
condnuously between 1573 and 1591. Although by his own description he was but a "plain 
grammarian" (263), he was a hequent messenger beomn the English and Muscovite coum. In the 
nineteenth cenrury S.M. Seredonin identified Horxy as the source for much of the trforrnauon in the 
Rurre Commonweaith, in particular for chaptea which. like "Of the E m p ~ t ~ ~ z r  lnrar .4~ or private 
bebuviorrr," reveal an insider's knowledge of court &. See Sochinmic Ddirr Fkcbcra "Of tbe Rvvr 
Common Wdth" &a& irtorictirkii istocbnik [CiLr Flitchmi Work "Of the Rurrr Common Wealthn as an 
H'orical Source] (St Petersburg, 1891), 68. More recently, the ascription has been upheld in Lloyd E. 
Berry, ed-, The English Work of GiLs Fkcber, rbr E b  (Madison: U of Wsconsin P, 1964). 148. 

g~hancellor makes several rdated enon in rhir section of his account He enumerates the four principal 
fists of rhe Onhodox calendar, and refers to "Saint Peters Lent," which "endeth on Saint Peters even," 
and to the "fourth Lent," which "is fisted for Saint Philip, Saint Peter, Saint Nicholas, and Saint 
Clement" (Haduyt, ii. 237). Actually, the references should be to the Fast of Peter and Paul 
(PetropmIbvskiipost), which ends on the eve of the Feast of Sainn Peter and Paul, and to the Nativity 
Fast (ocherwise the Fast of S t  Philip, Fllppmskiipon or simply Fikpovk]. In the h t  case Chancellor 
may have been misled by the popular abbreviation P ~ v s k i i p o s ,  in colloqud usage ofien reduced to 
Pmovki. As for the second, the feastdays of Saints Perer, Nicholas, and Clement do occur during the 
Nativity Fast, but the Peter in quesaon is certainly the sainted Metropolitan of Moscow (1305-26). 
Chancellor does not appear to have known this, for he names P o p  Clement wirh the others, whom he 
wrongly calls "the principal and greatest Saina" in Russia (H&uJK, u. 237). At no time was St. Peter 
the Apostle by himself the oject of a cult See Poi,-prrrvoslamyi bogoslovskii enm'hIbpedichcskii s h a r  
[Complnr Encyhpedic Dicnona'y of Orthoubar Tbeohgy] (1913; London: Variorum, l971), S.V. "Posty,' 
"hr-m.. rnit?opolif vs& Rwi." A%nmt, #hop rimrkii." 

'see. for example, rhe mportihuion for matins of the f o r k  ( F e d  Mmion, 310). 

'Oh its service for rhe Ministration of Baptism, the 1552 Prayer Book retained four of the prayers fiom 
1549 for the Blessing of the Font, but dunged their meaning by omitting an explicit formula of blessing. 
Matrin Bucer's Cemuru (1551) had also criticized the first prayer afkr the exhortation, translated by 
Archbishop Cranmer fiom Luther's baptismal office: "by the Baptisme of thy wclbeloved some Jesus 
Christe, [thou] dyddest s a n e  the floud Jordane, and al other waters, to the mistid washing away of 
sinne" (Fim and Second kaym-Books, 395). See also Cuming, 84-86. 110. The 1549 order for the 
Blessing of the Font, which conains a reknce  to Christ's baptism, is in The Two Linrgir, Joseph 
Kedey, e d  (Cambridge: P u h r  Society, 1 844), 1 1 8- 19. 



12The practice of securing each partner's fm consent at the beginning of the betrothal service is &st 

evident in Greek man-prs d a ~ g  from the cwdfrh century. In the late sewnmnth century. under 
western influence, fonnuLs of coaxnt w a t  inserted into the Russian Orthodox marriage dte proper. 
Kenneth Stevenson, Nuptzki B b h g =  A S& of C . n  ~amkzgc & (New York (Mord UP, 1983). 
102, and appendix 2. See ako Alvian N. Smirensky, "The Evolution of the Present Rite of Matrimony 
and P d d  Canonical Dmlopments," St. W i t >  Snrtirurv Qurrrt.4 8 (1964): 38. 

"~letcher em in stating that the bride was brought to the groom's h o w  the night bcfore the wedding. 
Berry and Cnunmqr, eds., 230 n. 1. 

'?he multiple marriages of Ivan N, and the excm thar marked their celebration, were well known to 
English readers. Horscy said of Ivan's second marriage in 1561: "The manner and solemnity of cht 
marriage was so strange and heathdy as credit will hardly be given to the truth thereof' (in Berry and 
Crummey, eds-, 265)- 

' m e  Domomoi firerally, Thr Hatc-BuiLt). a didactic work d a ~ g  fiom the mid-sixteenth century, 
addressed itself to the heads of househoIds. A compendium of Russian ritual culture in both its religious 
and secular dimensions, the Domomoi advocates beating as a method of preserving domestic order and 
piety. Nicholas V. Riuulovrky, A Htitoty of R d ,  4th e d  (New Yorlc Oxford UP. 1984). 202. 



Frustrating the Will to Represent 

The traveller's abiliry to redirect the operations of his representation should not 

be taken to mean that he had perfect authorial fieedom. 

representations from source to destination entails a process with 

The transmission of 

many stages, beginning 

with the collection of information on site, that is, with the act of dtural reconnaissance, 

and ending, normally, with the dissemination of a textual product. Impinging upon this 

multitiered process are constraints external to the writer, the existence of which he may 

or may not discern, but which threaten nonetheless to frustrate his efforts at 

representation, and to introduce a gap between what is intended to be said and what is in 

fact s a i d  Two of the constraints which affected the development of the travel Literature 

on Russian Orthodoxy were lack of facility in local languages and the imposition of 

censorship by the Russia Company. 

It is useful to consider how each constraint makes itself felt at a different sage of 

the representational project. Some travellers induded in their repom transliterations, 

translations, or panphrases of fragments of Liturgy. Others claimed to have consulted 

Russian service books in the course of compiling their accounts,' or to have discussed with 
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Russians the m&g of liturgical celebrations that they had observed. Deficiencies in the 

traveller's grasp of the Russian Orthodox liturgical language, discussed below, thus 

undermine the representation at the point of gathering data, some decision to investigate 

already having been made. Attempts by the Russia Company to discipline their employees 

into silence on subjeccs such as  religion may appear to restrain the impetus to represent 

even before it takes hold. As we shall see, however, the company's measures were often 

a belated response to a crisis that had already taken place, and could only bction to 

inhibit the further circulation of fully-formed opinions and anecdotes among English 

residents in Russia. Linguistic capacity and freedom from institutional pressure, therefore, 

were important enabling conditions for the realization of a representation. 

In general, to what level of competence in Russian did English travellers attain? 

S.M. Seredonin commented in the late nineteenth century that the organization of the 

Russia Company's business had the effect of fairly immersing employees in the local 

language and d t u r e :  

The people who served as agents and fafcors lived in Russia for 
a number of years; many of them came to Russia as young 
"students," and afternards became factors and even chief agents; 
very many of them knew Russian ...? 

Seredonin's generous assessment of the collective English achievement is supported by at 

least a couple of examples of genuine fluency. Jerome Horsey,) who had insinuated 

himself into a confidential position at the Russian court, was entrusted with the translation 

of the Tsar's letten to Queen Elizabeth. Mark Ridley, a physician on loan to Tsar Fedor 

in the years 1594-99, took the ambitious step of compiling a Russian-EngLsh and English- 

Russian dictionary.' Notwithstanding the existence of what appears to have been a large 
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pool of company employees with a measure of proficiency in Russian, there is evidence 

that the availability of penomel suited to assume leadership positions within the trade was 

rather limited. In 1584, for instance, John Chappell-"'acquainted bothe with the 

countrey and language'"-was engaged as assistant to the new chief agent, despite his 

incriminating background as an illegal trader? 

From our perspective, however, the main problems with the assertion by Seredonin 

are nvofold. For one thing, it is difficult to evaluate whether the language skills required 

to transact company business on a day-today basis were adequate to assimilate concepts 

associated with, say, specialized theological, Liturgical, and ecclesiastical vocabularies. For 

another thing, establishing a nexus between the sites of fluency in Russian and the actual 

production of travel Literature is often impossible. Was the content of this literature 

obtained directly by the writer from Muscovite sources, or through a chain of mediations 

of indeterminate length?l Many of the extant reports were written by the heads of trade 

missions and ambassadors, not resident agents. As a group, the Crown emissaries may 

have constituted a knowledge class which was qualified to render an authoritative 

Protestant assessment, but the extent of their exposure to and interest in local culture 

varied widely. They were, u a rule, dependent on the interposition of translators. On 

the basis of internal evidence f irs  cited by Seredonin, Giles Fletcher's editors have credited 

him with considerable success in learning Russian over the course of his mission.' Like 

others before him, however, Fletcher always resorted to a translator for the purposes of 

official communication (1%). Seredonin does not seem to have been aware of a revealing 

variation in the original manuscript of the Ruse Commonwealth. Here it is made dear 
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that F l d e r ' s  celebrated interview with a Russian monk in the citg of Vologda (allegedly 

ignorant, among other things, of the number of gospels in the New Testament) was 

conducted not personally, but "by an interpreter? 

The liturgical language of the Russian Church has always been Church Slavonic. 

In the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, Church Slavonic was more closely 

related to vernacular Russian than is the case today, but nevertheless it remained distinct 

from it. As it happened, not a single English writer was able to say that church services 

in Russia were not in fact celebrated in the common spoken idiom. "All their service in 

Churches is in their mother tongue," reported Richard Chancellor (Hakluyt, ii. 236). 

According to Clement Aduns, "[tlheir divine senrice is aIl done and said in their owne 

language" (Hakluyt, ii. 265). Robert Best put it this way: "AU their service is in the Ruse 

tongue" (Hakluyt, ii. 443). It is true that, at the t h e ,  the inability to differentiate between 

Church Slavonic and vernacular Russian was commonplace among Europeans. "It is the 

custom ... among [Russians] to perform the whole s e ~ c e  or mass in the vulgar or 

vernacular tongue." So wrote Sigismund von Herberstein (i. 91), who had attended more 

than one liturgical celebration. Herberstein, in turn, was one of the "sundry" sources cited 

in support of Edward Brerewood's conclusion: 

And no lesse ceneine is it, also, of the Muscovites and 
Russians, that their Liturgies are likewise ministred in their vulgar 
tongue (being a kind of Slavonian) though sometimes 
intermingling Greeke Hymnes ... . (Purchas, i. 394) 

Brerewood also named the extensively-reprinted Moscovia of Antonio Possevino, papal 

legate to Ivan N in 1582. However widespread the misconception, though, the failure to 

recognize the existence of a special liturgical language suggests that the linguistic resources 



available to many English travellers were relatively crude? 

Of the Rwse Commaweal& contains more transliterations of Russian words than 

any previous European work on Russi~l0 The context in which Fletcher attempts most 

of these transliterations indicates an accurate un&rstanding of the word's meaning, and 

usually the phonetic rendering of the word is adeqyate to identify the Russian original. 

Several of the mistranslations that do occur, however, are located in descriptions of 

Russian liturgics. In one case the effm of the mistramlation is seemingly to authenticate 

an interpolation from Roman Catholicism, the use of a vansliteration putting Fletcher in 

an even more redoubtable position of authori y: 

About 9. of the clock in the morning, they have an other 
service, called Obeidna (or Compline) much aker the order of the 
Popish Service, that bare that name. (92v) 

Obeidna was simply one of the terms for the eucharia; deriving born obed, "dinner," it 

alluded to the midday conclusion of the Divine Liturgy. All this is implicit in a 

corresponding passage found in another chapter: 

About nine in the morning, [the tsar] goeth to another 
Church within his Castle: where is soung by Priests, and 
Choristers, the high Service (called Obeadmz or Complin) which 
commonly lasteth two houres .... (108-08~) 

Fletcher would thus relegate compline, in the Western Church the last office sung at night, 

to mid-morning. 

In another passage the issue is not so much mistranslation as garbled transliteration, 

the textual source for which cannot now be determined: 

... then the Priest, Deacons, and people, all with one voice, sing, 
Asp+ pomeizti, or Lord have mercie u p  rrr, thuty times 
together. Whereunto the boyes that are in the Church, answere 



all  with one voyce, rowling it up so f a ,  as their lipps can goe: 
Vm7, Very, Vmj, Vmy, or, Prayse, Prayse, bayse, Cr. thirty times 
together, with a very straunge noyse. (9Zv) 

Multiple repetitions of Gospodi pornhi-'Lord, have mercyn-are in f ia  common in 

Orthodox services, being one of the responses for various forms of litany. The verb uerit' 

means "to believe"; thus, the Nicene creed begins Vmiu, "I believe." But the creed is not 

sung during vespers, the senrice to which this passage supposedly relates (if indeed vmiu 

is the word in question). "Praise" would be haimie ,  or perhaps h a .  Fletcher's 

misapprehension makes the dtwd practices of the other appear ridiculous. There is, 

however, an important difference between mistranslation aod contraction or synecdoche, 

another type of representation which may expose the other to scorn. In the latter 

instance, the authority of the writer flows from the reader's acceptance of his ability as an 

organizer and editor of cultural annotations: that which is irrelevant is discarded in favour 

of the one all-telling detail. Here Fletcher comments that the resultant "noyse" is strange, 

but the only other assistance he renders to the reader is to gloss the meaning of "Verij." 

It is up to the reader to evaluate the legitimacy of the practice and to decide what is 

ridiculous. The semblance of linguistic mastery, therefore, enables the traveller to conceal 

his intervention beneath apparently unmediated presentations. 

Fredrik B d  has commented how transnational contact calls into being a kind of 

ad hoc instrumental culture: 

w h e r e  persons of different culture interact, one would expect 
these differences to be reduced, since interaction both requires 
and generates a congruence of codes and values-in other words, 
a similarity or community of 

The overseas expansion of capital thus necessitates the creation of a code to structure the 
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encounter baneen parties to the trade. The content of such a code is not of course 

divorced from the considerations impeIling the expansion in the first place, that is, the 

search for profit, and so its purpose is to maximize return on the investment on economic 

and politid capital. Not less than the exchange of goods and services itseIf, the 

development of a s h a d  culture is a bipartite process. Ascertaining the code's content 

may become complicated when the nature of the investment and expected re- of one 

trading partner differs from that of the other: individuals subject to the code must 

respond, in a variety of unanticipated circumstances, to inconsistent stipulations. I will 

not attempt to identify Muscovite contributions to the code, and will limit myself to a 

review of the prerogatives of the Russia Company. 

Stephen Greenblatt argues the existence of a causal relationship between the 

movement of transnational capital and representation: "it is with capitalism that the 

proliferation and circulation of representations (and devices for the generation and 

transmission of representations) achieved a spectacular and virmally inescapable 

Acceptance of the proposition of causality does not, however, end the 

inquiry. The fvhioning of a congruence between participating cultures may well require 

the sublimation of sources of conflict. The ongoing registration of difference through 

rep resent at ion militates against the entrenchment of patterns of intercourse based on 

mutual interest. One of the conditions of profitability, therefore, may on occasion be the 

suppression of representation, not the promotion of its free circulation. In its dealings 

with English employees, the Russia Company repeatedly sought to enforce a code of 

conduct under which the practice of religion was privatized, discourse restricted to matters 



relating to trade, and a synthetic veneer of tole- set in piace. 

The murder of an agent named Thomas Alcock during a voyage to Persia in 1564 

elicited this response from the company's governon: 

We doubt that Alcockes death p r o d  not by asking 
paiment of our debts (as [Arthur] Edwardes writeth) but that he 
ether quarreled unadvisedly in that suaunge countrie or ells that 
he contmied the people touching their religion, lawes or 
manners; being given to our nation otherwise then wisdom wolde 
to mislike and modre other straungers; whereof we wishe all our 
countrymen to be advutised, we meane bothe those which be 
and shalbe resiant in Persia and Russia, in any wise not to utter 
any misliking of the Religion or governement but to seame onely 
to followe the trade of merchandkD 

The injunction repeated in stronger terms one of the directions given in 1553 to the 

original "Marchmu adventurersn seeking a route to Cathay. The voyagers were 

... not to disclose to any nation the state of our religion, but to 
passe it over in silence, without any declaration of it, seeming to 
beare with such lawes, and rites, as the place ha&, where you 
shall arrive. (Hakluyt, ii. 202)" 

Again in 1555 the commission to the agents then setting sail for Russia insisted that "no 

lawe either of religion nor positive bee broken or transgr essed..." (Hakluyt, ii. 282).15 It 

was not merely its mandate to cultivate trade efficiently that prompted the Russia 

Company to discourage involvement in foreign religious affairs. Another concern was the 

preservation of the company's ability to enforce discipline among employees. Conversion 

to the religion of the country in which trade was pursued, so experience showed, offered 

miscreants a shelter from the imposition of sanctions. Richard Willes, discussing the 

outcome of the fourth expedition to Persia in 1568, calls attention to one of the 



concessions that the English secured: 

In this priviledge is one principd article for servants or 
merchants: That if the Agent do perceive that upon their 
naughtie doings, they would become Busormen Muslims], that 
then the Agent wheresower he s h d  find any such servant or 
servants, to take &em and put them in prison, and no person to 
keepe them or maintaine them. (Hakluyt, iii. 145)16 

The clause was necessary, WiIles continues, because prior to Edwards' negotiations "th 

was great occasion of naughty servants to deceive and rob their masters, that under the 

colour of professing @lam], they might live among them in...safetie." 

In due come all this accpked specifidly Russian and Orthodox dimensions. 

Richard Relph was among the many company apprentices who by the 1580's had 

graduated to an illegal private trade." According to Fletcher, appealing to the Russians' 

sense of religious solidarity was the only means Relph had to extricate himself from 

serious difficulties: 

[Slpoiled by the Emperours officers of that which he had, [he] 
entered himself this last yeare into the Rase profaion: & so 
was rebaptised, living now asmuch an idolater as before he was 
a rioter, and unrhrifty person. (95) 

Already by 1575 there were signs that employees were plying religious tensions in a way 

which undermined the company's capacity to control the course of trade. Daniel 

Sylvester, the Queen's messenger to Ivan IV, was in that year made to answer charges that 

the English had used "'lighte and contempteouse behaviour to the defaceinge of [Russid 

devine service and religion.'"" Sylvester u ~ d  the occasion to emphasize the company's 

disapprovai of conversions '"more to serve the time and place then for anie true 

devocon ...."19 For various reasons, then, the Russia Company worked to establish Anglo- 



Russian interchange on a basis that marginalized the reality of religious difference. 

It is not possible to deduce from existing reports the length to which travellers 

followed the policy of disengagement. Did any travellers by simple exertion of will 

disregard the omnipresent invitations to take stock of difference? Did any of them 

undertake, with whatever degree of diligence, to gather information that was nwer issued 

in a public representation? Do any of the surviving accounts contain imperfections which, 

in the traveller's opinion, more active enquLy would have corrected? Do any of them 

reflect a selfconscious decision by the writer to modify content? If the Russia Company 

succeeded in its efforts to impose censorship, we have no means of determining the extent 

of that success or the stage of the representational process at which it occurred. On at 

least one occasion, though, the company fought a rearguard bade to rescind a text that 

had already been distributed Shortly after the publication of the Rzuse Commonwealth 

in 1591, the company addressed a petition to Lord Burghley. The petition included fifteen 

paraphrased samples of the "harde tearmes" in which Fletcher had described Russia, and 

read: 

The Companie of Marchauntes uadinge Muscovi &..doe greatelie 
feare that a booke latelie sett out by Mr Doctor Fletcher, 
dedicated to her Majestic, intided the R w e  Common Wealthe, 
will turne the Cornpatie to some greate displeasure with the 
Emperour and endaunger boeth theire people and goodes nowe 
remayninge there Except some good order be taken by your 
Lordships honorable Consideration for the Callinge in of all the 
bookes -that are printed, and some Cowne holden therein, 
signifyinge her Majesties dislike of the publishinp of the same? 

There is no evidence that the English government ever formally disavowed the Rwse 

CommonweaIth. Lloyd E. Berry, however, has demonstrated that the merchants did 
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succeed in their appeal, that publication was stopped, a d  that previously distributed 

copies were recalled? 

Yet at least by the time Plrrchar Hu PiiMimes a p p d  in 1625, Fletcher's work had 

established itself as the leading English authority on Russia? That it remained so for 

much of the swenteenth century is suggested by the commendation of Milton, who in A 

BriefHistoty of M o s c ~  d e d  it "judicious and arrtWu So f u  as we can tell, therefore, 

it was precisely what became the canonical summa of English reportage that most urgently 

required deletion horn open circulation. The development of a lucrative Anglo-Russian 

commercial culture, one practically devoid of references to religion, was most jeopardized 

by a text that exemplifies the capitalist stimulus to the generation of representations. 

Capitalism, by its own growth, creates for itself the ancillary work of attempting to gain 

control over representational activity; the level of concentration of control that is achieved 

is directly connected to the level of efficiency with which growth occurs. While the 

traveller to Russia was always an agent of capitalism, pressure was continually exerted to 

reduce the freedom of his agency to an operational minimum. 

Notes 

'AC one point Gila Fletcher claims to have obtained idormation "aswell by report of them that have bin 
at their bapcismes, as by their b o o k  ofkturgie it s&e, wherein the order of bapdsme is precisely set 
downe" (94). 

'Seredonin, 3. The uansktion is mine. 

'on Horsey, see chapter 4, note 6. 

?.s. Wim, The &r& H h o ~  of ahr Rurio Company, 1553-1603 (Manchorer: Mad=ter  UP, 19%), 
176 n. 7, 219 n. 3, 240-44, 283. 



'~ichud Pipes and John V A  Fw Jr.. in t&e hctroduaion to their edition ofthe Ruse Gmmottu~eaIth, 
argue that the task of dissunina~g intonnation was a collective one  "FIetchcr's account may be said 
to represent the cumulative kuowlcdge and which the agents of the Muscovy Company had 
acquired over rhircy-five years of commerciaI conoct with Russians and their government" (Pipes and 
Fine, eds., 23). 

8 Berry, ed ,  137-38; Seredonin, 57 n. 1. 

elhe reformers' anglicization of the worship of the English Church had been ongoing since the reign of 
Henry VIII. The perception of a similitude of policy among the Russians therefore presented itself as 
a chaIlenge to the integrity of English self-identity, some of the responses to which we considered in 
chapter 4. In Chancellor and Best the problem is resolved through denial of the efficacy of my kind of 
didactic program in Muscovy: vernacular Linugy is of no avail in dispelling Russian ignorance (Hakluyt, 
ii. 236, 443). 

'The document, which is dated 18 Apd 1567, is in Morgan and Coote, eds., ii. 206-25. The quoted 
passage is at 2 16- 17. See also W h ,  59. 

14"~rdinanca, insuuaions, and advertisemems of and for the direction of the intended voyage For 
Cathay, compiled, made, and delivered by the right wonhipfull M. Sebvdan Gboca Esquier, governour 
of the mysterie and companie of the Marchants adventmas for the discoverie of che Regions, Dominions, 
Islands and places unknowen, the 9. day of May, in the yere of our Lord God 1553. and in the 7. yeere 
of rhe reigne of our most dread soveraigne Lord Edward the 6. by the grace of God, king of England, 
Fnunce and Ireland, deknder ofthe faith, and of the Church of England and Ireland, in earth supreame 
head," in Hakluyt, ii. 195-205. 

15''Artides conceived and determined for the Commission of the Merchants of this company resianr in 
Russia, and at the Wuhouse, for the second voyage, 1555. the first of May, as followeth," in H d u y t ,  
ii. 28 1-30. 

16"~oces concerning this fourth voyage into Persia, begun in the moneth of July 1568. gathered by M. 
Richard Willes fiom the mouth of Master Arthur E d d ,  which was Agent in the same," in Hakluyt, 
iii. 143-46. 



"It appeas that not a l l  English conversions to Rustian Orthodoxy were voluntary. In the grant of 
privileges obtained by Tho- Randolph in 1569, rights had m be spadfidy guaranteed. Ivan 
N p e r m i d  the English " M y  to keep their own Lw: and in any wise none of ours to force them 
to our law or Gth against their willw ("A copie of the priviicdgcs granted by the right high and mighde 
P ~ c e ,  the Empaour of Russia, &G unto the right woahipW fidlmhip of English merchants, for the 
discoverie of new trades: and hither sent by Thomas Rtndolk esquire, her Majesdes Ambassadour co 
the sayd Emperour, and by Andrew Savin his Ambassadour in the yue of our Lord God 1569." in 
Hakluyt, iii. 108-18). 

"1n Berry, ed.. 150. 

"~erry, ed, 153. As was mentioned. the Russia Company's vigilance was not rcsaicred to clearing the 
market of uahvourable representations &r chey had ap+ The earliest r & ~ n c e  to the R m  
ConrmonweizItb is found in the fim edition of the 13.incipaiNasngarions (1589), where Richard Hakluyc 
listed the tides of the chapters contained in a draft version. At the end of his derence Hlkluyt added- 
"'The book ir s&e [Fletcher] thought not good, for divers considenaons. m make publike at this rime'" 
(cited in Pipes and Fine, edr., 18). It is thus Likely that the company took measures to suppress the R m  
Commonweaitb even before it went to press. The text was nevertheless r e p ~ t e d  in pur  in the second 
edition of the Prinn'pd Navi&ations (1598). and almost in full in Purcbas HL Pi&hes (1625). 

=see chapter 1, note 9. 

UThe Ruse CommunwcaIth was reprinted in irs endreg in 1643 and again in 1657. An mct dace for 
the composition of the B+Hinoiy has never been fhed Ic was published in 1682, eight years afier 
Milton's death, 
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Conclusion 

Fredrik Barth draws attention to the impermanence or contingency of the 

foundation on which cultural boundaries are allowed to rest: 

The features that are taken into account are not the sum of 
"objective" differences, but only those which the acton 
themselves regard as significant .... [Slome cultural features are 
used by the actors as signals and emblems of differences, others 
are ignored, and in some relationships radical differences are 
played down and denied.' 

Certainly the boundaries erected by travellers to Russia reveal the extent to which the 

process of selection is arbitrary. The experience of Russian Orthodoxy was chapterized 

into the English Reformation's narratives about itself. Action against ceremonial 

complexity was extended to a second front, despite the absence of evidence of any real 

alliance between the defenders on the 6rst and second fronts. Analogid representation 

seized on fragments of liturgy, often improperly reported, with which to set up a variety 

of piecemeal boundaries, one conflicting with the other. Sometimes fictitious analogues 

intervened to sustain the comparison. Where discourse produced an identification between 

the Church of England and the Russian Church, the conclusion was liable to be 

overridden and the offending representational mechanism disabled. The choices that 
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writers made so randomly in creating boundaries were furtber destabilized by external 

constraints. Analysis of the travel literature on Russian Orthodoxy thus affords abundant 

support for Barth's view that it is "the ethnic bumdzry that defines the group, not the 

cultural stuff it enclo~es."~ The randomness with which travellers firred and rationalized 

boundaries may well have been increased by the urgency with which the reformed Church 

of England needed to define itself. Menaced from within and without the country, 

members of the Elizabethan Church ensured that its ideological security figured 

prominently on the agenda for trade with Muscovy. 

According to Stephen Greenblatt, sixteenthcentury writing on the language of 

American aboriginal peoples refleas "a fundamental inability to sustain the simultaneous 

perception of likeness and difference, the very special perception we give to metaphor."' 

The paradigm of a boundary as situated on a continuum between domesticity and 

otherness presupposes the possibility of perceiving them simultaneously. But among the 

tropes by which travellers tried to describe Russian 0 rthodolry-labelling, analogy, 

expansion and synecdoche-metaphor is in fact conspicuously absent. Metaphor does not, 

perhaps, lend itself to the creation of tables of classifcation, with their interlocking sets 

of binaries. By dislodgmg subject and object from their ordinary referential moorings, and 

transferring them to a new cognitive field on which the reader is invited to reconceive 

their relationship, metaphor does not inscribe a definite location for the boundary, but 

rather unsettles it. Apparently the security of the English Church was threatened less by 

the profusion of boundaries, built according to contradictory criteria, than by any 

ambivalence in the criteria themselves. This study has attempted to show how a 
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fundamental dtural  d o r m a t i o n  like the Reformation mobilizes representation to 

measure the space separating it from competing ideologies, and hence to affLm the 

integrity of its own emerging identiy. The process by which mobilization proceeds was, 

in this case, problematized not only by indeterminacy in that d o n n a t i o n ' s  

representation of itself, but by the unexpected engagement with a third-puty. competitor 

standing in a hostile yet complex relation to Roman Catholicism. The boundaries thus 

established may endure. The content on which they are based, however, shifu, for it 

follows changes in the way that language constructs history and the consciousness of the 

individual subject. 

Notes 

'"Laming to Curse: Aspem of Linguisric Colonialism in h e  Sixteenth Cennuy,' in Learning to Cwc 
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